The materials in this resource packet present a variety of perspectives and information for individuals and organizations implementing inclusive programs for preschool children with disabilities. It is organized into three sections. Section 1 presents varied perspectives on inclusion of preschool-age children with disabilities in settings with their peers. It includes a policy statement on inclusion from the Division for Early Childhood of the Council for Exceptional Children and a parent's perspective on inclusion. Section 2 provides resources to support those who are developing policies for or are working directly with preschool-age children with special needs and their families. This section includes articles on integrating children with disabilities into preschools, national perspectives on inclusive programs with an emphasis on curriculum and instruction, and perspectives on becoming a consulting therapist. Section 3 gives an overview of statutory language related to inclusion under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act Amendments of 1997 and reviews court rulings in support of inclusion.
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Introduction

Separate educational facilities are inherently unequal. This inherent inequality stems from the stigma created by purposeful segregation which generates a feeling of inferiority that may affect their hearts and minds in a way unlikely ever to be undone.

Brown v Board of Educ., 347 U.S. 483 (1954)

With the passage of Public Law 94-142 in 1975, all children who have been identified as having a disability have been guaranteed the right to a free appropriate education in the least restrictive environment. The basis for this law originated with the civil rights movement in the late 1950s and ensuing judicial decisions and legislation. For example, in the landmark case of Brown v Board of Education of Topeka, Supreme Court Justice Earl Warren wrote:

Does segregation of children in public schools solely on the basis of race, even though the physical facilities and other tangible factors may be equal, deprive children of the minority group of equal opportunities? We believe it does. . . . To separate them from others of similar age and qualifications solely because of their race generates a feeling of inferiority as to the status in the community that may affect their hearts and minds in a way very unlikely ever to be undone. We conclude, unanimously, that in the field of public education the doctrine of “separate but equal” has no place. Separate educational facilities are inherently unequal.

(Brown v Board of Educ., 347 U.S. 483 (1954))

Inclusion in preschool programs means that children with disabilities play and learn with children without disabilities. They are not segregated or served separately in special classrooms or schools. To the greatest extent possible, their early education experience is provided in a typical setting.

Supporting Inclusion for Preschool-Age Children Under IDEA

The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) Amendments of 1997 (P.L. 105–17) require that Individualized Education Programs (IEPs) or Individualized Family Service Plans (IFSPs) for preschool-age children with disabilities be implemented in the least restrictive environment. If there are compelling reasons why a child (age 3 through 5) with a disability should not be educated in an inclusive setting, those reasons must be stated on the IEP or IFSP (see 34 C.F.R. 300.347(4)).

Because of its significance in current educational practices, educators must be knowledgeable about inclusion and about resources that can provide them with additional information and support. The materials included in this resource packet do not focus on whether inclusion is beneficial for children with and without disabilities. Rather, they have been chosen to present a variety of perspectives and information for individuals and organizations implementing inclusive programs.
This Resource Packet — an update and further development of the previous NECTAS resource collection, *Including Young Children With Disabilities in Community Settings: A Resource Packet* (1996) — is organized in four sections:

- **Section I** presents varied perspectives on serving preschool-age children with disabilities in settings with their peers.

- **Section II** provides resources to support those who are developing policies for or are working directly with preschool-age children with special needs and their families.

- **Section III** gives the reader an overview of federal legislation and court rulings in support of inclusion.

- **Section IV** compiles a variety of resources — including listings and descriptions of organizations and projects that support inclusion and a bibliography — that support inclusive programs and practices.

- **Section V** is the complete text of the *Resources Supporting Inclusion in Early Childhood*, which provides descriptions of and order information for more than 100 products developed by OSEP-funded early childhood projects to support inclusion.

Although this Resource Packet is not copyrighted, many of the materials presented in the packet are copyrighted and may not be further reproduced without express permission of the copyright holders. Please refer to the permission statement at the bottom of each reproduced resource for more information.
Section I:
Perspectives on Inclusion

- "Position on Inclusion"
  Division for Early Childhood of the Council for Exceptional Children (1993)

- "A Parent's Perspective"
  (Dees, March 1999)
Position on Inclusion

Division for Early Childhood
of the Council for Exceptional Children

Adopted: April 1993
Revised: December 1993
Reaffirmed: 1996

Inclusion, as a value, supports the right of all children, regardless of their diverse abilities, to participate actively in natural settings within their communities. A natural setting is one in which the child would spend time had he or she not had a disability. Such settings include but are not limited to home and family, play groups, child care, nursery schools, Head Start programs, kindergartens, and neighborhood school classrooms.

DEC believes in and supports full and successful access to health, social service, education, and other supports and services for young children and their families that promote full participation in community life. DEC values the diversity of families and supports a family guided process for determining services that are based on the needs and preferences of individual families and children.

To implement inclusive practices DEC supports: (a) the continued development, evaluation, and dissemination of full inclusion supports, services, and systems so that options for inclusion are of high quality; (b) the development of preservice and inservice training programs that prepare families, administrators, and service providers to develop and work within inclusive settings; (c) collaboration among all key stakeholders to implement flexible fiscal and administrative procedures in support of inclusion; (d) research that contributes to our knowledge of state of the art services; and (e) the restructuring and unification of social, education, health, and intervention supports and services to make them more responsive to the needs of all children and families.

Endorsed by National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC): April 1994, April 1998

Permission to Copy Not Required — Distribution Encouraged

A Parent's Perspective

Christy Dees

Count Me In...
from the beginning

The road to full inclusion for all children begins at birth. When a child is born with a disability, the family may believe they have to give up all aspects of the dream for their child. The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) defines a system of services and delivery options that is designed to enhance the family’s ability to provide the necessary supports their child needs without altering the family or the way the family chooses to live their lives. When families are required to dramatically change their normal routine in order to access services, the additional stress that this promotes in their lives becomes yet another barrier to their ability to cope. For children, it means that they must begin life outside the mainstream, perhaps never getting “IN”.
Why Do I Need "the System" to Change

Because...

"Relying on parents to impact the system one child at a time is just not getting us anywhere. The barriers are so numerous, only the most knowledgeable and aggressive parents are able to put enough pressure on the system to get their child into a regular education classroom. Of these few children, many do not have the support and services necessary to succeed in that educational setting."

BARRIERS

* Attitude
* Policy
* Awareness
* Cost
* Resources
* Turf
* Collaboration/Respect
* Lack of Understanding
* Control and Supervision
* Fear
* Provider Preparedness
* Less Intense Services

Christy Dees
How Can You Help Me Change My World?

“Share my vision for my child. I will weigh every decision we make in an IFSP or IEP meeting against whether or not I believe it will make our vision a reality.”

Strategies for Change

* Statewide commitment to inclusive practices
* Change policy
* Facilitate change in attitudes
* Formalized community collaboration
* Establish a local vision statement
* Administrative support
* Ongoing training and consultation
* Cross training
* Joint training
* Provide opportunities
* Parents as trainers and participants
* Respect

Christy Dees
How Does Your System ...

... support the family's ability to be full/equal participants on the IFSP/IEP team?

... prepare the family for their child's assessment?

... incorporate family input in their child's assessment?

... determine who is on the IFSP/IEP team?

... react when a family brings an advocate to the IFSP/IEP meeting?

... determine the supports and services necessary to include children in a regular classroom?

... achieve ongoing communication with parents?

... ensure success?

Christy Dees
"I was amazed at how much progress my child made when his early intervention services were relevant to his every day life!

"I see my vision for my child becoming a reality as he goes to classes with his age-appropriate peers and participates in every day life in the community."

Christy Dees has been the Family Services and Policy Specialist with the Texas Interagency Council on Early Childhood Intervention since 1988. Ms. Dees was responsible for the development of state policies and procedures which brought Texas early intervention providers in compliance with federal regulations with regard to the provision of services in natural environments. A nationally recognized presenter on family-professional collaboration, educational transitions, and natural environments, she is also a parent of 18-year old Brandon and 13-year old Ryan, both of whom have disabilities. Both were counted "IN"... from the beginning.

Christy Dees
Texas Interagency Council on Early Childhood Intervention
4900 N. Lamar Blvd.
Austin, TX 78717
(512) 424-6776
cdee@eci.state.tx.us

Duplication of materials permissible
Section II: Inclusive Strategies and Practices

- "Integrating Children With Disabilities Into Preschool" (Diamond, Hestenes, & O'Connor) (ERIC Digest, EDO-PS-94-10, June 1994)
- "Mainstreaming in Early Childhood Programs: Current Status and Relevant Issues" (Wolery, Holcombe, Venn, Brookfield, Huffman, Schroeder, Martin, & Fleming; 1993) (Young Children, 49(1), 78-84)
- "National Perspectives of Inclusive Programs With Emphasis on Curriculum and Instruction" (Wolery, 1997)
- "Research-to-Practice in Inclusive Early Childhood Education" (Jones & Rapport) (Teaching Exceptional Children, Nov/Dec 1997, 57-61)
- "Perspectives on Becoming a Consulting Therapist" (Hanft, March 4, 1995)
- "We Can: Pioneers of Blending Early Childhood Services Advise Head Start on Blending Techniques" (Rosenkoetter) (Children and Families, Winter 1999, 17-25)
- Me, Too! Inside Preschool Inclusion — Briefs from The Early Childhood Research Institute on Inclusion (ECRII) (1998)
These days, community preschool programs are increasingly likely to have at least one child with disabilities in their classes. Although providing early intervention to children with disabilities in an inclusive or integrated environment designed to meet the needs of all children is commonly regarded as best practice (Salisbury, 1991), concerns are sometimes raised about the ability of preschool programs to meet the needs of children developing normally as well as those with developmental delays. This digest examines research on preschool programs that include children both with and without disabilities.

**Appropriateness for Children With Disabilities**

An assumption in some early childhood special education programs is that children's disabilities prevent them from taking advantage of the experiences that promote typical child development. Recent research suggests that this assumption may not be valid. Lamorey and Bricker, for example, in a study of integrated programs (Peck et al., 1993, p.249-270), found that children with disabilities enrolled in integrated early childhood programs demonstrated higher levels of social play and more appropriate social interactions, and were more likely to initiate interactions with peers than children in self-contained special education preschool classes. Children with disabilities in integrated classes make gains in language, cognitive, and motor development that are comparable to peers in self-contained special education classrooms (Fewell & Oelwein, 1990).

Children with disabilities also display more advanced play in inclusive settings than they do in self-contained classrooms. However, Odom and Brown, in a discussion of social interaction skills interventions (Peck et al., 1993, p.39-64), note that even in inclusive settings, young children with disabilities are more likely to engage in noninteractive play, are less likely to participate in play groups, and are chosen as playmates less frequently than are their peers without disabilities.

Some research suggests that it is the type of learning experiences that are provided rather than the type of classroom setting (integrated or segregated) that is critical in fostering children's development. Mahoney and his colleagues (Mahoney & Powell, 1988; Mahoney et al., 1992) found that children with disabilities were more likely to initiate play activities and communications with their peers in settings where the adults displayed responsive and child-oriented teaching styles than in classes where adults used directed and instructionally oriented styles. Results of another study indicated that child-directed teaching strategies resulted in greater gains in communication skills for children with severe disabilities than did direct instruction (Yoder et al., 1991). The teaching practices described in these studies are compatible with developmentally appropriate teaching practices common in regular early childhood education programs.

**Integrated Programs and Children Without Disabilities**

The results of several studies suggest that children without disabilities benefit from integrated classes that also address the needs of children with disabilities. Normally developing children enrolled in integrated programs make developmental gains at least equivalent to those made by their peers in nonintegrated programs (Odom & McEvoy, 1988).

http://www.purchase.edu/ichildren/world/diarmon94.html
Parents and teachers believe that integrated programs offer additional benefits for children without disabilities. Parents have reported that normally developing children enrolled in integrated settings displayed less prejudice and fewer stereotypes, and were more responsive and helpful to others, than were children in other settings (Peck et al., 1992). Teachers have reported that children without disabilities became increasingly aware of the needs of others when they were enrolled in a class including a child with a severe disability (Giangreco et al., 1993). While these findings are not based on direct observations but on teachers' and parents' perceptions, they emphasize the potential social benefits of integration for children without disabilities.

Administrative Structure of Integrated Programs

Administrative characteristics of successfully integrated programs, according to Peck, Furman, and Helmstetter as reported in Peck et al. (1993, p.187-205), are based on a philosophy that emphasizes the acceptance of diversity and that places value on the program's role in and participation in its community. The implementation of specialized interventions within naturally occurring situations without disrupting the curriculum and educational routines of the early childhood classroom was also an important factor in ensuring the success of an integrated program.

Peck, Furman, and Helmstetter found that the progress made by individual children in meeting developmental goals was not a critical factor in determining whether or not a program remained integrated. Rather, the major reasons integrated childhood programs did not survive (that is, be-came resegregated) were related to the struggles between professionals over issues such as management of time during the school day, types of class-room activities, and intervention strategies. In other studies, teachers emphasized the need for goals shared with special education and support personnel (Giangreco et al., 1993; Rose & Smith, 1993).

Naturalistic Teaching Strategies

In addition to good administration, appropriate teaching strategies are an important component of a successfully integrated early childhood program. Recent research suggests that naturalistic teaching strategies provide an approach for implementing intervention within regular classroom routines (Bricker & Cripe, 1992). In naturalistic approaches, intervention is provided within the context of naturally occurring activities in the child's environment. Activity-based Intervention is one such approach. (Although not discussed here, milieu language teaching and transactional intervention are other such approaches.) Naturalistic intervention strategies reflect practices grounded in theories of Piaget, Vygotsky, and Dewey, and complement the developmentally appropriate practice model used in early childhood classrooms. Naturalistic intervention illustrates the principle of nonintrusive individual instruction as applied in an integrated preschool classroom. The goal of activity-based intervention is to develop functional and generalizable skills. Functional skills are those that allow children to negotiate through their environments in ways that are satisfying and encourage independence, such as learning to request juice at snack time. Generalizable skills are those that can be practiced and used in many different settings (Bricker & Cripe, 1992).

In activity-based intervention strategies, teachers consider how children's goals can be included in each classroom activity. An activity such as snack time provides opportunities for working on eating independently (a self-help goal), pouring juice (a fine motor goal), and requesting a food item (a communication goal). Teachers are responsible for preparing an environment that is stimulating for all children, not just those without disabilities. Regular and ongoing evaluation of each child's progress in meeting individual goals is also a critical component of activity-based intervention and other naturalistic approaches.

Implications of Integrated Programs

Knowledge about the ways in which integrated programs can meet the needs of children and parents for high-quality early childhood education has grown significantly in the past 10 years. The active involvement of parents, regular and special education teachers, and administrators is now viewed as crucial in developing successful integrated preschool programs. Most regular education preschool teachers believe they are able to meet the needs of children with disabilities in their classes when intervention is supportive of their expertise and respects the educational approaches of the regular classroom.

New teaching strategies are being developed that meet the individualized needs of children with disabilities in inclusive classes. Researchers, parents, and practitio-
ners are beginning to understand that participation in an inclusive preschool classroom influences nondisabled children's understanding of disabilities and sensitivity to their peers. The task now before the early childhood community is to find the best ways to provide education that is respectful of the talents and needs of individual children, parents, and teachers.
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Enrolling children with special needs in programs designed for typically developing children has been studied for 20 years. This practice, called mainstreaming, is based on several rationales. Mainstreaming is thought to (a) help children learn about diversity among individuals, (b) help children develop positive attitudes toward people with disabilities, (c) provide competent role models for children with special needs, (d) provide opportunities for typically developing children to learn altruistic skills, (e) provide children with special needs with real-life experiences similar to those of their peers, (f) provide supportive learning environments for children with special needs, and (g) allow communities to use their early education resources efficiently by limiting the need for specialized programs (Bricker, 1978; Peck & Cooke, 1983). Model mainstreamed programs have been described (Hoyson, Jamieson, & Strain, 1984; Rule et al., 1987; Templeman, Fredericks, & Udell, 1989), and research has accumulated on “best practices” in early childhood mainstreaming (Odom & McEvoy, 1988; Peck, Odom, & Bricker, 1993). Also, parents of young children with and without disabilities favor mainstreaming (Bailey & Winton, 1987; Miller et al., 1992).

Justification exists for mainstreaming in early childhood programs, model programs have been effective, family members are generally supportive, and guidance exists on how to mainstream. Little information is available, however, on the status of mainstreaming in early childhood programs as it occurs throughout the nation. Several questions are relevant, such as,

- Are early childhood programs enrolling children with disabilities?
- What preparation in early childhood mainstreaming do early childhood educators receive?

Mark Wolery, Ariane Holcombe, Martha L. Venn, Jeffri Brookfield, Kay Huffman, Carol Schroeder, Catherine G. Martin, and Lucy A. Fleming

This report was supported by the U.S. Department of Education, Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services, Early Education Program for Children with Disabilities (Research Institute on Preschool Mainstreaming, Grant Number H024K90005). The opinions expressed, however, do not necessarily reflect the policy of the U.S. Department of Education, and no official endorsement should be inferred. The authors are grateful for the assistance provided by Dr. Donald Cross, chair of the Department of Special Education, University of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky; Dr. Phillip S. Strange, director, and Angel Wu, system analyst of the early childhood intervention program, Allegheny-Singer Research Institute, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
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Children with Special Needs

- What benefits of and barriers to mainstreaming do early childhood personnel report?
- What perceptions exist about the adaptability of various classroom activities and areas for children with special needs?
- Do early childhood program staff represent various disciplines?

To obtain answers to these and other questions, we mailed surveys to the following groups:

- faculty in colleges and universities who prepare early childhood educators,
- personnel in Head Start programs,
- personnel in community child care centers and preschool programs,
- personnel in public school kindergartens, and
- personnel in public school prekindergartens.

In each survey, researchers selected the respondents randomly from a larger mailing list purchased from Market Data Retrieval System of Shelton, Connecticut. The number of people to whom questionnaires were sent was proportional to the number of children five years of age and younger in each geographic region of the United States, based on 1987 census data.

The majority of the faculty members surveyed held doctoral degrees and divided fairly evenly by rank—assistant, associate, and full professors (Wolery, Brookfield, et al., in press). In the other groups, the majorities were as follows: Head Start respondents—coordinators; community child care centers and preschool respondents—directors; and public school kindergarten and prekindergarten respondents—direct-service providers, such as teachers

Findings

This section describes the findings from the survey for the questions listed earlier. Cited reports explain these findings in more detail.

Enrollment of children with disabilities

We asked the four preschool groups to record the diagnoses and ages of children with disabilities enrolled in their programs during the 1989-1990 school year and to indicate if they had enrolled a child with a diagnosed disability during each of the four previous years (Wolery, Holcombe, et al., in press). Three findings emerged:

1. Across the four program types, the percentage of programs that reportedly enrolled children with diagnosed disabilities increased during the five years studied. During the 1985-1986 school year, 37.5% of all responding programs reported enrolling at least one child with disabilities; for the 1989-1990 school year, 74.2% of the responding programs reported doing so.

2. During the 1989-1990 school year, a majority of the responding programs in each type of program reported enrolling a child with disabilities (i.e., 94% of Head Start programs, 59.2% of community programs, 81.5% of public kindergartens, and 73% of public prekindergartens). Because only programs mainstreaming children with disabilities may have responded to the survey, researchers divided the number of respondents who reported enrolling a child with disabilities by the total number of programs to which questionnaires were mailed. These calculations indicated that 42.7% of the Head Start, 32.1% of the community, 49.8% of the kindergarten, and 32% of the prekindergarten programs enrolled at least one child with disabilities.

3. Programs reported enrolling children with certain disabilities more than they do children with other disabilities. Across the four child care groups, 57.5% of the programs enrolled children with speech/language impairments. 30.6% with developmental delays, 24.1% with behavior disorders, and 20.8% with physical handicaps. Less than 15% of the programs enrolled children with mild mental retardation, moderate to severe mental retardation, visual impairments, hearing impairments, and autism.

Taken together, these data indicate that progressively larger numbers of programs were enrolling children with disabilities, that a large percentage of programs do so already, and that child care programs enroll children with certain disabilities more frequently than they do children with other disabilities.
This study found that more early childhood programs of various types are enrolling children with diagnosed handicaps than did five years ago.

Preparation of early childhood educators

The faculty survey provided three findings about the preparation for special education and early childhood mainstreaming provided to early childhood educators (Wolery, Brookfield, et al., in press):

1. Across the degrees offered (associate, bachelor's, and master's), programs were more likely to require one or two courses in special education than to require more than two courses. About 44% of the associate-, 61% of the bachelor's-, and 25% of the master's-degree programs required one or two courses in special education, and fewer than 15% of the programs at any degree level required more than two courses.

2. A minority of the programs required courses in early childhood mainstreaming—about 22% of the associate-, 35% of the bachelor's-, and 20% of the master's-degree programs.

3. Although at least 70% of the faculty reported that field experiences at mainstreamed sites were available for their students, fewer than 25% of the programs at any degree level required such training. About 39% of the associate-, 58% of the bachelor's-, and 37% of the master's-degree programs reported, however, that a majority of their students acquired mainstreaming field experiences.

Perceived benefits of and barriers to preschool mainstreaming

All surveys asked respondents to list up to three benefits of and barriers to mainstreaming in early childhood programs. Surveyed faculty members in colleges and universities listed 10 categories of benefits (Wolery, Huffman, Holcombe, et al., in press), and the child care groups listed 13 categories (Wolery, Huffman, Brookfield, et al., 1992). Across all five groups, however, the two benefits cited most frequently were that (a) exposure to one another results in children with and without disabilities learning to accept differences; and (b) mainstreaming provides more normalized experiences and opportunities for socialization for children with disabilities. Responses from early childhood personnel who reported enrolling children with disabilities and those who did not revealed minimal differences. Each of the groups noted many other benefits, identified by Bricker (1978) and Peck and Cooke (1983) and listed earlier in this article.

Faculty members named 10 categories of barriers to mainstreaming in early childhood programs (Wolery, Huffman, Holcombe, et al., in press), and the child care respondents listed nine (Wolery, Huffman, Brookfield, et al., 1992). At least 15% of the responding faculty and child care groups concurred on five barriers, listed here in their order of occurrence:

1. untrained staff and lack of consultation (ranked first by faculty and second by child care respondents);

2. inadequate staff-child ratios (ranked second by faculty and first by child care respondents);

3. objections of parents, teachers, and administrators (ranked third by faculty and fifth by child care respondents);

4. lack of funds, space, equipment, and transportation (ranked fourth by both faculty and child care respondents); and

5. architectural or structural restrictions (ranked fifth by faculty and third by child care respondents).

The percentages of child care respondents listing each of these barriers did not differ substantially whether or not they enrolled a child with disabilities. These data seem to indicate that faculty members who prepare early childhood educators and early childhood educators themselves recognize a number of benefits of mainstreaming in early childhood programs. Many of the benefits resemble those that have been reported elsewhere (Bricker, 1978; Peck & Cooke, 1983). The respondents also listed a number of major barriers, but some barriers that had been identified by others, such as negative staff attitudes and philosophical differences (Odom & McEvoy, 1990), were listed infrequently.

Adapting classroom activities and areas for children with disabilities

To determine classroom activities and areas available in the programs, we asked respondents to identify activities and areas they used on a regular basis (three or more times a week) and then to rate how difficult adaptations

Only about 44% of the associate-degree early childhood programs, 61% of the bachelor's-degree programs, and 25% of the master's-degree programs offer one or two courses in special education. A minority of the programs require courses in early childhood mainstreaming.
for children with disabilities would be. The rating used aour-point scale: (a) easy, (b) moderately easy, (c) difficult,
and (d) impossible to adapt. Three findings are relevant:
1. Mainstreamed programs reported using a wider range
of activities than did nonmainstreamed programs.
2. Mainstreamed programs rated activities and areas as
more easily adapted to accommodate children with dis-
abilities than did nonmainstreamed programs.
3. Respondents from both mainstreamed and
nonmainstreamed programs tended to rate activities as
easy to moderately easy to adapt (Wolery, Schroeder, et
These data seem to indicate that (a) enrolling children
with disabilities does not result in a restricted range of
classroom activities and areas, and (b) early childhood
educators perceive classroom activities and areas as
relatively easy to adapt for children with disabilities.

Employing members from various disciplines

Researchers recognize that providing early interven-
tion for many young children with disabilities requires a
team of professionals (Odom & McEvoy, 1990); therefore,
we asked the four child care groups to indicate whether
they employed members from various disciplines on a full-
time or part-time/consultant basis. Five findings surfaced:
1. More mainstreamed programs than nonmainstreamed
programs within each group employed specialists (Wolery,
2. More programs reported enrolling children with dis-
abilities than reported employing—even on a part-time/
consultant basis—special educators (Wolery, Martin, et
al., in press); speech/language pathologists (Wolery, Venn,
Schroeder, et al., in press); or psychologists, physical
therapists, and occupational therapists (Wolery, Venn,
3. More programs in each group reported enrolling chil-
dren with specific disabilities (e.g., speech-language im-
pairments and physical disabilities) than reported employ-
ing a specialist from a related discipline (e.g., speech-language
pathologist or physical or occupational therapist).
4. Higher percentages of the mainstreamed kindergar-
tens employed specialists than did the other groups.
5. Fewer than 15% of the programs of any type employed
a basic team of professionals including a special educator,
general educator, speech-language pathologist, and physi-
cal or occupational therapist; and fewer than 21% of the
programs employed a team consisting of an educator,
speech-language pathologist, psychologist, and physical
or occupational therapist (Wolery, Venn, Holcombe, et al.,
These findings indicate that enrollment of children with
disabilities likely will result in the employment of some
specialists in a few programs; however, many early child-
hood educators have children with disabilities in their
classrooms but do not have a team of professionals who
can provide important consultative services.

Mainstreaming in early childhood programs appears to be occurring at
relatively high levels; however, many early childhood educators appear to
need support in fulfilling this responsibility. No discipline (including early
childhood special education) adequately prepares its members to meet the
needs of all children with special needs; high-quality early education of
children with special needs requires a team of professionals from a variety
of relevant disciplines.
Discussion

From these surveys a mixed picture of the current status of mainstreaming in early childhood programs emerges. On the positive side, many early childhood programs of various types report enrolling children with disabilities, they perceive many benefits to such enrollment, and they perceive the classroom activities and areas as relatively easy to adapt for children with disabilities. Further, in some college and university training programs, early childhood educators receive training in special education and early childhood mainstreaming and have field experiences at mainstreamed sites. On the negative side, however, respondents reported that some formidable barriers to early childhood mainstreaming exist, such as lack of consultation and training, high child-teacher ratios, and lack of funds. Also, a low percentage of mainstreamed programs employ teams of professionals with expertise in various disciplines. Finally, early childhood educators may graduate from college or university programs without any training in special education and mainstreaming in early childhood programs, or without field experiences at mainstreamed sites.

Mainstreaming in early childhood programs thus appears to be occurring in a high percentage of programs; however, many early childhood educators appear to need support in fulfilling this responsibility. No discipline (including early childhood special education) adequately prepares its members to meet the needs of all children with special needs; high-quality early education of children with special needs requires a team of professionals from a variety of relevant disciplines (Wolery, Strain, & Bailey, 1992). The responsibility for planning and executing an early education program for children with special needs, therefore, should not rest solely upon early childhood educators. They must receive assistance from individuals with training in other areas, such as early childhood special education, speech-language pathology, physical and occupational therapy, and so forth. Although ready and inexpensive solutions to the lack of related service personnel are far from obvious, this need remains a policy priority if children are to experience the benefits of mainstreaming.
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1. Mainstreamed programs reported using a wider range of activities than did nonmainstreamed programs.
2. Mainstreamed programs rated activities and areas as more easily adapted to accommodate children with disabilities than did nonmainstreamed programs.
3. Respondents from both mainstreamed and nonmainstreamed programs tended to rate activities as easy to moderately easy to adapt for children with disabilities.

Beyond securing assistance from various related disciplines, early childhood educators need training. Many college and university programs should be revised to include content from general and special early childhood education (Odom & McEvoy, 1990), and ongoing in-service and staff-development programs should be provided (Klein & Sheehan, 1987). Such staff-development programs should include information on children with disabilities, instructional practices for children with special needs, and curricular adaptations for such children. In addition to these measures, other resources are available to teachers. In all states, the state educational agency bears a responsibility for providing a free, appropriate, public education for children with special needs from three to five years of age. Teachers and program leaders should contact their state departments of education for assistance and training. Some professional organizations, in their state and national meetings, also regularly include information on serving young children with disabilities.

The Division of Early Childhood of the Council for Exceptional Children, for example, holds an annual conference solely devoted to improving the quality of services for young children with special needs. Some other organizations are the American Speech and Hearing Association, the American Physical Therapy Association, and the American Association of Occupational Therapists. Finally, several periodicals and recent texts address issues related to teaching young children with special needs (see Available Resources on Young Children With Special Needs on p. 69).

In summary, the results of these surveys suggest that substantial mainstreaming is occurring in early childhood programs and that the participants believe it may produce a number of positive benefits. The major task before the fields of early childhood education and early childhood special education is to ensure that the staff in programs where mainstreaming is occurring receive the support needed to provide appropriate, high-quality early education experiences for all children.
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Note: Information on development of the questionnaire, mailing procedures, coding rules and reliability, return rates, descriptions of the respondents, and limitations of this survey are reported elsewhere (Wolery, Brookfield, et al., in press; Wolery, Holcombe, et al., in press); this article presents general information. Of 204 questionnaires mailed to faculty members, 65.2% were accounted for and 55.9% were coded (some were undeliverable or returned incomplete). Of 185 questionnaires mailed to Head Start programs, 51.9% were accounted for and 45.4% were coded. Of 302 questionnaires mailed to community child care centers, 62.3% were accounted for and 54.3% were coded. Of 203 questionnaires mailed to public school kindergartens, 68.5% were accounted for and 61.1% were coded. Of 203 questionnaires mailed to public school prekindergartens, 57.6% were accounted for and 54.7% were coded. Of the last group, 22 programs focused exclusively on children with disabilities, thus the analyses represent 43.8% of the questionnaires mailed to this group.
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General Findings From Research on Inclusive Preschools

1. Throughout the nation, a majority of the preschool programs for typically developing children (including public school kindergarten classes) enroll at least one child with disabilities (Werts et al., 1996; Wolery, Holcombe, et al., 1993).

2. For children with disabilities, no major differences appear to exist on general developmental outcomes between inclusive and segregated programs (Buysse & Bailey, 1993).

3. Children in inclusive preschools tend to have an advantage in social and behavioral areas over children in segregated programs (Buysse & Bailey, 1993).

4. Children with and without disabilities may or may not interact, converse, or play together in inclusive preschools, and children with disabilities may not imitate the adaptive behavior of their peers; such outcomes require careful structuring of the environment and use of specific instructional practices (see Peck, Odom, & Bricker, 1993; Wolery & Wilbers, 1993).

5. The quality of the inclusive services is an extremely important issue (Peck & Cooke, 1983; Bailey & Buysse, 1993), and some proposed dimensions of quality include (Strain et al., in press):
   a. Leadership related to program philosophy
   b. Ongoing staff development with follow-up in the classroom
   c. Careful selection of individualized goals, of intervention strategies, and implementation of strategies
   d. Implementation and effects of instruction are monitored and adjusted as needed
   e. Parents are supported and included in decisions
   f. Social, communicative, and imitative behavior is programmed if not highly evident
   g. Behavioral challenges are addressed using principles of behavioral support
   h. Curriculum and activities for typically developing children are of high quality (i.e., developmentally appropriate)
6. Many legitimate and difficult barriers exist to providing high-quality inclusive services (Wolery, Huffman, et al., 1994):
   a. lack of leadership
   b. lack of adequate training/preparation
   c. lack of consultation from specialists and experts
   d. high child to staff ratios
   e. lack of resources (materials, teaching assistants, etc.)

7. Across the nation, most preschool programs for typically developing children that include children with disabilities do not hire teachers with special education training (even on a part-time basis) (Wolery, Martin, et al., 1994) and relatively few have even part-time therapists (occupational therapists, physical therapists, speech-language pathologists) (McDonnell, Brownell, & Wolery, 1997; Wolery, Venn, et al., 1994).

8. General early childhood educators tend to rate activities as moderately easy to adapt for children with disabilities (Wolery, Schroeder, et al., 1994).

**Providing Instruction in Inclusive Classes**

1. Assessment practices that identify high-priority goals for children should be used; these include (McLean, Bailey, & Wolery, 1996):
   a. use of multiple assessment strategies (observation, interviews, testing);
   b. conduct of assessments in familiar contexts;
   c. involvement of families in planning and doing the assessments and making decisions from the results; and
   d. consideration of all environments in which children spend large amounts of time.

2. Instruction should be organized to ensure maximum success (Bricker & Cripe, 1992; Wolery & Wilbers, 1994). General guidelines include:
   a. Every activity and interaction should have a purpose.
   b. Establish a balance between promoting independence and encouraging participation.
   c. Every activity should be used to teach multiple high-priority skills.
   d. Every high-priority skill should be taught at multiple times throughout the day.
   e. The activity/routine by skill matrix can be used to organize instruction.

3. Guidelines for adapting activities to promote learning and participation in inclusive preschools include (Wolery & Wilbers, 1994):
   a. Embed instructional opportunities in multiple activities throughout the day (e.g., Chiara et al., 1995; Fox & Hanline, 1993).
   b. Embed instructional opportunities in single activities/routines (e.g., Venn et al., 1993).
   d. Adapt materials and/or their access (Kaiser, Yoder, & Keetz, 1992; Rettig, Kallam, & McCarthy-Salm, 1993).
e. Use shorter but more frequent activities and routines (Azrin & Armstrong, 1973).

f. Change the rules of access to activities or areas (Jacobson, Bushell, & Risley, 1969; Rowbury, Baer, & Baer, 1976).

g. Change the social composition of groups or the social roles (Deklyen & Odom, 1989).

h. Teach peers to encourage and support new behavior by children with disabilities (Strain & Odom, 1986; Goldstein & Kaczmarek, 1992).

i. Add new activities and specific activities as needed.
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Early childhood education is changing. Inclusion is expanding the roles of both general and special educators in meeting the needs of all young children (Wolery et al., 1993).

Fortunately, over the past several years, researchers have provided helpful information for practitioners on including children with disabilities in inclusive early childhood programs. But are educators making use of this research? As Fullan & Stiegelbaur (1991) noted, translating research knowledge into classroom practice is rare in any area of education (Fullan, 1991).

This article provides links from research to practice in several key areas of inclusive early childhood education: teachers’ knowledge base and beliefs; communication, physical environment, activities and materials, social interactions, and curriculum and instruction.

The Foundation: Educators’ Knowledge Base and Beliefs

Both special and general educators have a responsibility to continually increase their knowledge about early childhood education—and examine their beliefs and attitudes.

Acquisition and Dissemination of Knowledge. Early childhood special educators must take responsibility for sharing information with their colleagues in general education. The changing role of the early childhood special educator includes the ability to create, advise, and provide resources for the inclusion of young children with disabilities.

These specialists also have the opportunity to read, synthesize, and disseminate valuable research to colleagues. The Council for Exceptional Children’s Division of Early Childhood (DEC) recommended that early childhood special educators have the ability “to access, read, and understand current literature and research related to young children with disabilities and their families” (Task Force, 1993, p. 114). As consumers of the wealth of information published in books and journals, special educators can serve as a valuable link between research and practice (see Figure 1) while providing an avenue for collaboration and two-way exchanges of information.

Examining Beliefs and Attitudes. The research on inclusion consistently emphasizes the teacher’s role in supporting positive inclusive experiences for children. Of primary importance, and an overriding factor in all the areas we discuss here, is what teachers know and believe about disabilities and teaching children with disabilities. These beliefs are a constant influence on teachers’ actions and the foundation on which the other characteristics influencing positive inclusive classroom experiences are generated.

An attitude that reflects acceptance of diversity is critical to communicating the willingness to educate all children and work collaboratively with others on behalf of children. The teacher’s ability to respond to the individual needs of children with disabilities by offering additional support as necessary during classroom activities reflects a positive and accepting attitude about disabilities.

Beyond attitude, however, other characteristics extracted from the research literature are valuable to the success of including young children. The first of
these has to be communication. (Table 1, page 59, provides a summary of these areas, along with a sampling of references for further information.)

Communication
Manner and style of communication reflect the teacher's attitudes and beliefs about disability.

- **With children:** When the teacher approaches a child at eye level, there is a sense that the teacher is ready to communicate with the child—not to the child. Communication may be useful in providing additional instructions for completing a task, direct instruction, or positive feedback regarding the child's accomplishments.

- **With colleagues:** Teachers with good communication skills enhance collaboration through relaying and receiving information from a variety of sources supporting the child and the educational program. For example, collaborative teachers welcome visitors into the classroom.

- **With related service personnel:** Effective early childhood educators maintain regular communication with related service personnel, beyond annual or biannual discussions at individualized education plan (IEP) meetings. A study by Giangreco, Dennis, Cloninger, Edelman, and Schattman (1993) described the negative feelings of teachers toward the presence of increased numbers of support personnel in the classroom when appropriate communication is lacking.

- **With parents:** Communication with parents and other professionals needs to be open and frequent, involving both formal (e.g., scheduled conferences) and informal (e.g., spontaneous phone calls or notes) types of discussions about individual children. Communication is particularly important in facilitating a smooth transition to the next educational setting.

**Physical Arrangement**
The teacher is responsible for physically arranging the classroom to ensure that all areas and materials are accessible to all children, including children with physical or sensory impairments.

- **Organized areas:** Teachers can create functional boundaries by establishing designated areas of the classroom for specific activities and storing meaningfully grouped materials in those areas. For example, one area of the classroom may be occupied by a small rug with math manipulatives or toys stored in nearby shelves; another area of the room is set up for dramatic play and includes clothes, plastic foods, and dolls occupying that designated space. When children recognize a level of organization in the arrangement and materials, they feel safe and comfortable within this teacher-made environment.

- **Arrangements for interactions:** The physical arrangement of the classroom may promote interactions among children (Hanline, 1993). A child with a physical disability, who is not independently mobile, is unable to interact with peers and participate in sand box play unless he or she is placed in the sand box by a teacher or other adult.
Table 1
Examples of Researched Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Selected References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>• adults are responsive and supportive</td>
<td>Giangreco, Dennis, Cloninger, Edelman, &amp; Schattman (1993); Hundert &amp; Mahoney (1993); Wolery et al. (1993)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• resources, supports available</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• collaboration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Environment</td>
<td>• spatial organization (accessibility)</td>
<td>Dunst, McWilliam, &amp; Holbert (1986); Hanline (1993)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• furnishings for comfort</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• clearly defined groupings of materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• accommodates a variety of group sizes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activities and Materials</td>
<td>• “social” toys available</td>
<td>Martin, Brady, &amp; Williams, (1991); Kugelmass (1989); Hanline (1993)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• schedule allows for gross motor, free play, child’s choices</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• age, exceptionality, and developmentally appropriate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Interaction Strategies</td>
<td>• cooperative learning, playing</td>
<td>Guralnick &amp; Groom (1988); Deklyen &amp; Odom (1989); Giangreco, Dennis, Cloninger, Edelman, &amp; Schattman (1993)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• heterogeneous groupings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• types and levels of play</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• teacher mediation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• classroom management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• peer mediation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curriculum and instruction</td>
<td>• child-centered</td>
<td>Fox &amp; Hanline (1993); Hanline (1993); Peters (1990); Warren &amp; Kaiser, 1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• process rather than outcome oriented</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• evidence of adapted curriculum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• developmentally appropriate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Flexible rearrangements**: Classrooms that are easily rearranged allow for flexible planning, as well as large- and small-group activities. Classroom setup should not determine the existence or absence of such activities, but should be conducive to a variety of group sizes. Occasionally rearranging the classroom also provides a sense of novelty that can be refreshing for adults and children alike.
- **Comfortable seating**: Appropriate seating that is comfortable, conducive to table work, and relaxing must be available for all children. In addition to soft chairs and specific areas for relaxation, small chairs that are upright, sturdy, and fully support the child at the hips, knees, and back will be essential for good posture and will facilitate fine motor control. Teachers should feel that their classroom is a “safe haven” where children feel secure and ready to encounter their day.

### Activities and Materials

Classroom activities and materials, including toys, must be developmentally appropriate and must allow for participation and interaction by children with disabilities.

- **Chronologically and context appropriate materials**: Developmentally appropriate materials refer to those that are both chronologically age appropriate and individually appropriate. This is crucial for children with disabilities. Teachers should design activities and choose materials for the children with disabilities in their classrooms that are appropriate for the context of the environment. For example, a 4-year-old child with severe cognitive disabilities should have toys available that are appropriate for all 4-year-olds.
- **Adapted materials**: Adapting materials and toys helps ensure meaningful interaction and engagement between children with disabilities and their peers without disabilities. Adaptations can be simple or complex, teacher-made or commercial.
- **Appropriate scheduling and choices**: Scheduling of activities includes time for large- and small-group instruction, outdoor play, opportunities for children to make choices, and related services (e.g., physical, occupational, and speech therapy) for children with disabilities. Teachers facilitate choice making by setting up a variety of appropriate and interesting activities. This appropriate use of scheduling activities and managing available materials supports incidental learning by allowing all children to be actively engaged in an activity, encouraging peer interaction, and avoiding conflicts related to many children wanting to use the same materials.
- **Nonintrusive related services**: Scheduling related services should also promote the inclusion of children with disabilities into classroom activities. For example, the integrated therapy model allows related service providers to work with children in the classroom where there are natural opportunities to practice certain skills (Rainforth, York, & Macdonald, 1992).

### Social Interactions

One of the most important components of successfully including young children with disabilities in early childhood class-
rooms is teacher-facilitated social interaction. Social interactions between children with and without disabilities do not occur spontaneously (Guralnick, 1981).

- **Heterogeneous groupings**: Promoting social interaction can begin with heterogeneous grouping of children (i.e., a broad range of abilities) in activities that emphasize a common goal. Teachers may arrange groups so that children who are more socially skilled are included with children whose disabilities have interfered with social development. Within cooperative learning groups, multiple types and levels of play and learning may occur.

- **Teaching social skills**: A key component to the success of any cooperative learning strategy is that teachers plan for and support appropriate social behavior. Peer mediation, guided by teachers, can be used to enhance the social interaction skills of all children. Teachers must ensure that children with and without disabilities have ample opportunities to interact, that interactions occur, and that children enjoy them. Peers may then be taught specific techniques to engage children with disabilities and to maintain interactions with them.

- **Providing positive feedback**: Teachers can provide support for social interactions by observing and giving positive feedback to the children involved.

- **Encouraging interactions in free play**: Social interaction occurs more often during less structured activities such as free play (whether teacher or child directed). Certain toys and materials are also more conducive to interaction than others. These include dress-up, housekeeping, cars and trucks, and block play. Meanwhile, easel painting, computer games, writing centers, and play-dough or clay modeling are examples of activities that tend to encourage independence but are less conducive to interaction with others.

- **Considering group sizes and quantity of materials**: Children are more likely to interact in small groups than in large groups. However, group size is not the only factor to consider. The availability of appropriate quantities of materials for each center or activity will help prevent conflict while promoting skills related to sharing and turn-taking.

### Curriculum and Instruction

In keeping with the philosophy of developmentally appropriate practice, the early childhood curriculum emphasizes play, discovery, and problem-solving as primary means of skill mastery and fostering independence.

- **Adapting curricular materials**: The teacher ensures appropriateness for all children by making adaptations or using commercially adapted curricular while keeping as close to the curriculum guide as possible. The focus of instruction is on promoting meaningful, generalizable outcomes that emphasize the learning process.

- **Using activities in instruction**: Planning instruction using an activity-based approach is an effective way to promote meaningful learning.

- **Individualizing goals**: Teachers can use instructional strategies that allow for incorporating the IEP and other individualized goals into early childhood curriculum.

- **Using the teachable moment**: The instructional procedures collectively known as “incidental” or “milieu teaching” have been shown to be very effective (Warren & Kaiser, 1986). These procedures allow the teacher to capitalize on teachable moments to facilitate learning across a number of developmental domains. While numerous articles have documented the effective application of naturalistic teaching (e.g., teaching that occurs in a natural environment), is child-initiated, and uses natural consequences, some professionals continue to question the ability of this model to meet the specific intervention needs of young children with disabilities (Fox & Hanline, 1993).

### Disseminate, Discuss, and Develop!

Janney, Snell, Beers, and Raynes (1995) recently found that general education teachers preferred that specific information about disabilities and strategies for inclusion come from the special education teacher. They also felt that this was best accomplished through informal team meetings and personal exchanges.

Including opportunities for discussions offers teachers collegial support that may facilitate the use of research-based practices (Gersten & Brriegelman, 1996; Malouf & Schiller, 1995). Lovitt and Higgins (1996) described a program specifically designed to help teachers translate research into practice. Such programs can provide a foundation for collaboration, consultation, future dialogue and communication, and improved personnel preparation.

The past decade has seen many changes in early childhood education, beginning with the emphasis on developmentally appropriate practice. Today’s teachers may assume roles never conceived of some 10 or 20 years ago (Winn & Blanton, 1997). The transmission of research into practice is an important link to collaboration and to best practice.
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Following is a summary of a presentation to the participants of UCPA’s *Think Thank on the Development of Pediatric Practice Guidelines* regarding how to expand direct service to provide collaborative consultation to family members, educators and other primary providers who serve children with special needs.

I. Intervention must be based on family/educator outcomes as well as therapeutic goals.

Family/educator outcomes and therapy goals are critical, but different, signposts for planning meaningful intervention by occupational and physical therapists and speech-language pathologists. Outcomes are the qualitative changes families hope will lead to their son or daughter getting along with others, learning in school and some day working and joining community life. In education settings they are the behaviors, skills and knowledge a student is expected to acquire in school.

Disciplinary goals reflect therapists’ knowledge and experience specific to helping children achieve desired outcomes. For example, if the outcome for Laurie, a two year old girl with pervasive developmental disorder, is to enjoy bathtime, there are specific goals and strategies therapists can work on to make bathtime more enjoyable for her. Laurie may have any one or more of the following problems: poor sitting balance, low muscle tone, disordered sensory processing of the water on her skin, fatigue, difficulty transitioning from the previous activity, confusion about what bath is all about, dislike for getting her head wet or highly anxious parents who fear dropping her when wet.

Thus there are many reasons why Laurie currently behaves the way she does and therapists should assist in developing strategies to expand her skills/learning, given the specific environments she must function in. Without understanding the family’s (or teacher’s perspective), therapists view a child through an unconnected lens, which encourages a limited assessment of what a child can or cannot do. Deficits are then identified and “fix-it” goals are prescribed without knowing how the child really functions in their primary environments and settings.

Without knowing that the desired outcome for Laurie is to enjoy her bath, a therapist could easily miss the opportunity to share expertise to facilitate Laurie’s involvement in this daily routine. It may be that Laurie will not have the prerequisite skill to sit independently for...
another year. The traditional approach the therapist might work on improving trunk control in direct therapy three times per week until Laurie could sit on her own. Couldn't the therapist consult with Laurie's parents to adapt the bath routine or Laurie's environment by recommending that she sit on a piece of foam in a small inflatable inner tube so she can enjoy bathtime now? Why can't both service models be integrated and provided simultaneously? Or, if the parents are really only interested in improving the bathtime routine at this time, the therapist can consult with them to pinpoint which factors are influencing Laurie's behavior and suggest meaningful strategies.

Before assessment and intervention, therapists must consult with families, educators and other providers to clarify their perspectives and desired outcomes in order to recommend meaningful disciplinary interventions.

"We are likely to think in terms of achieving skill that will lead to the next developmental milestone. Parents often take a longer view. In my experience, parents define their goals for their children in terms of the quality of life their children will have as they grow older." (Vincent, 1988, p.3)

II. In sharing decision making with families, therapists do not have to give up their expertise- they just need to use it differently.

Working with families requires rethinking traditional lines of authority and decision making. Who is privileged i.e., who "owns" the treatment goals and program? Issues of "compliance" are a common theme in medical and rehabilitation literature and reinforce the traditional parent/professional power dichotomy. Instead of thinking how parents are noncompliant and do not follow-through with recommended procedures and activities, therapists need to find out why. Whose child is this anyhow?

Parents often fear if they do not comply with a therapist's recommendations, they may lose the therapist's support and possibly, service for their child. Actually, when your "consultee" cannot follow through with your suggestions, an opportunity is presented to find out why. What interfered with the family's plan to implement your suggestions, given they were truly accepted to begin with? Therapists must ask: "What can I do to help you figure this out and how can we reach the same outcome in another way?" Perhaps the desired outcome is not appropriate, or disciplinary goals and approaches need to be revised.

Learning to ask the right question focuses on describing behavior (what happened), rather than making a value judgment about family members' intentions or ability to care for their child. Is the effect of our therapeutic intervention to "allow" parents to become involved in "our" therapy, or do we really want to assist families, teachers and other consultees to carry out their role appropriate responsibilities? As one mother state simply, " I want to be Zak's mother, not his therapist (Lyon, 1989)."
You do not have to “empower” families, if you do not take their power away in the first place (Association for the Care of Children’s Health, 1989; Dybwad, 1989). Professionals need to ask first, “What do you already know about your child and do you have any idea what you want him or her to learn next?” We can act as guides and even suggest outcomes when families and other providers do not have any idea what they want.

III. Flow of Service and Role Decisions

There are six questions which therapists must answer with teams of family members and professionals when they provide consultative services (Hanft & Place, 1996). Each must be answered in order, beginning with the first question which focuses on desired outcomes, rather than whether or not the child needs therapy, and how frequently.

1. What Does Child Need To Learn/Develop?

*IFSP outcomes/ IEP goals & objectives defined*

This is the crucial question to begin with, since outcomes should guide intervention. Posing this question should lead to a discussion about educational or family-desired outcomes and eventually results in identification of IEP goals and objectives or IFSP outcomes. In order to knowledgeably talk about a child’s development, therapists should observe the child in their natural environments and may need to complete formal evaluations.

2. Which Strategies Will Facilitate the Child’s Learning/Development?

*Intervention Strategies identified*

Once therapists know where to go, they can identify how to get to the desired destination. If the outcome for a second grader with cerebral palsy is to write sentences or read a simple paragraph, then what strategies will improve the student’s performance? Do motor problems interfere with an appropriate pencil grip? Is adapted equipment needed? Which techniques will facilitate recognizing and recalling sound-symbol associations?
Whose Expertise Is Needed To Assist the Child Achieve Outcomes?

Services identified

Most therapists are generally asked to respond to: “Does this child need occupational or physical therapy or speech/language pathology, and how often?” before considering the child’s desired outcomes or needed strategies. The answer that almost always follows is “yes” or “probably” since therapists can always think of ways to enhance a child’s development. However, if asked whether OT can help a particular student achieve a specific outcome such as accessing a computer, a very different set of criteria must be considered.

How Should Therapeutic Intervention Be Provided?

Service model chosen

Once the outcomes, intervention strategies and disciplinary expertise are decided, then the next decision is how the service should be provided. Which service model will best assist the child achieve desired outcomes? The professional literature identifies various models e.g., direct, integrated therapy, consultation, collaborative teaming and monitoring which can readily be combined with one another.

Exclusive use of either end of the service continuum (direct service vs. consultation) for all children misses opportunities to provide flexible services to help achieve desired outcomes. While the use of a consultation model alone can help achieve certain outcomes, direct intervention by the therapist should always be paired with some form of collaborative consultation with the primary care providers and teachers in the child’s life. Children spend most of their time at home, in childcare settings and in school; consultation expands the impact of therapy to help children function in these environments. Clinics and therapy spaces provide only selected views of a child’s performance. Uri Bronfenbrenner, a developmental psychologist, once described research in his discipline as “the science of the strange behavior of children in strange situations with strange adults for the briefest possible period of time” (Bronfenbrenner, 1977, p. 513). Do not reenact this isolated version of looking at child development in intervention.

Barbara Hanft MA, OTR, FAOTA (Family consult)
Any service model, direct or consultation, should be chosen only after the desired outcomes and intervention strategies for achieving these outcomes are decided by the team, including families. To do otherwise, may very well delegate consultation to a "less than desirable" service.

### 5. Which Methods Will I Use To Translate My Knowledge To Others?

**Consulting Method Identified**

Questions 5 & 6 relate to the choice of some form of indirect service (collaborative consultation, integrated therapy) in which the therapist analyzes how to help another adult with their child-related responsibilities. The term “methods” refers to how therapists’ choose to translate their knowledge and expertise through instruction, modeling, demonstration, support etc. The crucial point is how to help other people with their responsibilities and concerns, not ask them to be a therapist. If a child really needs a therapist to do the intervention, that is what direct service is for. Consultation focuses on using therapists’ knowledge and experience to assist family members and other adults in their interactions with their child/student. This is one of the delicate considerations which makes consultation so much more complex than direct service. It is often easier to provide the therapy yourself than to figure out what the parent, teacher or child care worker needs to know and then pinpoint how to help them do it.

### 6. How shall I interact with educational staff/family?

**Approach identified**

This final question is dependent on developing skills in communication and interpersonal interactions. Depending on the situation and personalities of your “consultees”, you must choose from a variety of styles ranging from expert to collaborative consultation. Therapists should operate on a “sliding scale”, adapting to various environments and needs of staff and parents. If you use only one interactional style, you will limit the effectiveness of your consultation as you interact in different situations.
IV. Barriers and supports to successful consultation

The following four factors (time; attitude & expectations of therapists, families and administrators; planning and follow-up; and knowledge and experience) both support and provide challenges to effective consultation:

**Time:** Administrators often view the consultative approach as a cost saving measure because they mistakenly believe therapists can double and triple their caseloads. In fact, consultation may be more time consuming than direct service because of the time devoted to analyzing the situation and choosing appropriate methods for translating therapist’s expertise and communicating with consultees.

**Attitude & expectations:** Families often believe the more therapy, the better, and think consultation is offered when therapists do not have time to treat their children. In this scenario, consultation is understandably viewed as less than desirable. Therapists often believe they must provide direct intervention for a child to improve, particularly when they are working within a traditional clinical model. Consultation becomes, in their minds also, less than what should be provided. Therapists must adjust their expectations for measuring success, when consulting with others, since they are using an indirect model and will not always see the benefits of their therapeutic recommendations first hand.

**Planning & follow-up:** In order for consultation to succeed, there must be a plan of action agreed upon by all parties, similar to a treatment plan, detailing who the therapist will consult with and when, what the strengths and needs of the child are, functional problems encountered in home, school etc. environments, recommended strategies to implement (including why and precautions to look out for) and times for follow-up contacts. Effective consultation must have periodic follow-up provided by the therapist.

**Knowledge & experience:** Therapists must understand the art and science of consulting as well as have some disciplinary expertise to contribute to the team. New and inexperienced therapists will need support and mentoring to develop effective consulting skills since they have knowledge of their discipline but little experience in working in different settings assisting others in their roles and functions.

**Summary**

Effective *therapy*, regardless of how it is delivered, is meaningful to the people involved and helps children achieve desired outcomes. Effective *consultation* starts with an analysis of a child’s strengths and needs in their daily environments and incorporates the knowledge, experience and desired outcomes of family members and other providers to assist them in their child related responsibilities.

*Barbara Hanft MA, OTR, FAOTA (Family/consultee)*
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>How consultation was addressed</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Campbell, McIrnemey &amp; Cooper (1984)</td>
<td>Incorporating therapy techniques with functional activities in an education setting</td>
<td>Therapists taught other team members to facilitate reaching for 3 students with severe disabilities</td>
<td>Students' movement increased when given greater opportunity to practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giangreco (1986)</td>
<td>Effectiveness of direct versus integrated therapy; teacher provides therapy prior to switch training instruction</td>
<td>Single-subject reversal design for facilitating switch-control skills for a 13 yr. old girl with multiple disabilities</td>
<td>Significant increase in the student's ability to activate the switch during integrated therapy phases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cole, Harris, Eland &amp; Mills (1989)</td>
<td>Comparison of effects of in-class and out-of-class therapy on gross and fine motor performance; also surveyed teacher preference for models</td>
<td>61 preschool children (28 with motor delays and 33 without) were randomly assigned to either therapy group</td>
<td>No significant differences were found between groups for student delays, although a trend favoring in-class condition was found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palisano (1989)</td>
<td>Comparison of PT and OT in groups via direct service and consultation; teacher satisfaction</td>
<td>Progress of 34 elementary students with learning disabilities compared on 3 motor and visual-motor tests</td>
<td>Each group makes greater change on one measure; both make comparable progress on third measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dunn (1990)</td>
<td>Comparison of direct service and consultation; teacher and therapist attitudes surveyed</td>
<td>14 preschoolers were randomly assigned to either group; IEP goal attainment used to measure outcomes</td>
<td>Children in both groups achieved a similar percentage of IEP goals; teachers in consultation group reported larger OT contributions and more positive attitudes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davies &amp; Gavin (1994)</td>
<td>Comparison of individual/direct and group/consultation in preschool setting</td>
<td>Two matched groups of 19 preschoolers with developmental delays received OT/PT through individual/direct or group/consultation for 7 months</td>
<td>Both groups improved significantly in fine and gross motor skills; no significant difference between groups noted although gains were observed by therapists at school and parents at home</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Gracie is a Head Start teacher. Her co-teachers are Mimi, an early childhood special educator; Paula, a paraeducator; Sandra, a Title I teacher; Kerri, who is paid by the state preschool program; and David and Joan, child-care providers. Therapists of different disciplines also offer classroom support part time.

Together this team operates two large classrooms with 35 children attending each of two sessions a day. The space usually is subdivided into smaller pods of children and teachers engaged in a variety of developmentally appropriate activities. Eight of the children in the morning group and seven in the afternoon group have special needs, some which are complex. A few children arrive for child care as early as 6:45 a.m., and others stay as late as 5:15 p.m. Some children attend for three hours, some for four hours, and one group of children receives extended care and education from between four to 10 1/2 hours, depending on their families' needs. The situation is complicated further by the participation of the state-funded preschool. The children in that program attend just two days a week — on alternating schedules.

It has not been simple, but together, this team of professionals has created a preschool program with blended services. "Together we can do this," Gracie remembers telling herself many times the first year. "Together we can make a great learning experience for the children."

Combining efforts
Blending services brings together within one classroom a number of early development and education programs that typically operate independently. That is, it brings children together in one room under the supervision of a single team, the members
of which work for programs that usually operate in different locations, under different sponsorship, and with guidance from different funding agencies and fiscal management requirements.

In communities all over the United States, early childhood planners are striving to blend services for young children and their families while honoring the diverse rules and funding streams that support various programs. Head Start programs, specifically, have found many partners in their effort to assemble quality services for all of our nation's children. Some of these partners include early childhood special education, childcare services, locally and state-funded preschools, Title I programs, Even Start, programs for migrant families, university laboratory schools, Healthy Start Plus, and parent-supported early education.

It can be challenging to blend — not just co-locate — the services of programs served by staff members with varied preparation, philosophical approaches, salary scales, and professional development opportunities. Yet diverse early childhood programs are likely to serve children with similar curricular and developmental needs. And some programs may serve families, too, who regardless of their different experiences may face similar challenges and hold similar dreams for their children's futures.

Many books and articles have explored the administrative aspects of collaboration. This article instead focuses on the classrooms where the blending of children, staffs, and curricula actually occurs.

The parents and child-care professionals in seven communities described the advantages and disadvantages of blending services. As pioneers at blending services, they discussed what has helped them build programs that have offered blended services for two to 31 years. Comments from some of these pioneers may be useful to Head Start parents and service providers in other communities whose community assessments suggest a possibility of blending services.

Teachers, therapists, parents, and administrators in the pioneer programs pointed out many reasons for merging early childhood services at the classroom level. They especially appreciate the focus on children as children and families as families, without public definition of income, disability status, or family characteristics. They found that blending services helps eliminate the stigma that may result from the labeling of children or families. Blending allows early childhood programs to attempt to meet a diversity of family needs in a community while minimizing categorization. By successfully blending services like early childhood education, child care, parenting education, enrichment activities, health and dental screenings, and referral to health and social services, all participants access each services' benefits, and only the center director or bookkeeper knows who is the funding source for these services.

The seven communities also appreciated the wise use of the resources made possible through blending services. Some of the communities even recognized minor cost savings. But every community reported that it was able to provide health and social services to more children and families, because the community could use more formal and informal consultation and coordination among agencies.

When speaking without any program staff members present, parents of children in the seven programs were especially complimentary about their and their children's experiences with blended services. Several parents said that in the early days of blending, they worried that their children's special needs would not be met, but that once the blending occurred, their concerns proved to be unfounded. Parents repeatedly said they could not imagine why any community would operate separate early childhood programs.
services when the benefits of blended services were clearly evident.

Administrators of programs that provide blended services also favored serving the community in this way. They told stories of friendships among children from different backgrounds, speaking a variety of languages, and displaying varying abilities. They described communication milestones of young children who found new words to share with a more skilled peer. And they described motor milestones of children who walked to the places their friends were playing. They saw children gain more mature words and concepts from conversations with teachers, parents, other family members, and people from all around the community.

Teachers in the seven programs said they were satisfied with their children’s attainment of their individual goals. They noted that objectives with a social component (like communication and walking toward friends) were accomplished more quickly in blended classrooms than in previously segregated ones, even though there was less one-on-one therapy with the changeover.

In fact, most professionals in the seven communities shared their appreciation for the opportunities blending gave them for both staff and child development. They valued the many chances for cross-agency training that the blended services gave them. “Everything moves much faster here,” said a special educator. “I’ve gained so many ideas about how to adapt activities for individual children,” said a Head Start teacher. “We share ideas all the time,” said a child-care provider. “I’m learning from the teachers how to make my activities more relevant to groups,” said a speech-language pathologist.

Confronting barriers

Staff members at the seven pioneer programs also talked about the barriers to successfully blending services. They said the barriers stem from both logistical and interpersonal issues, and they cited the provision of therapies as one of the ongoing difficulties. Speech, physical, and occupational therapists who have worked at programs with blended services for two or more years described their continuing professional development as in-class therapists for these programs as radically different from the clinical pull-out approaches presented in their pre-service training. While they support the move to in-class therapy because of evidence of child progress and the application of isolated skills to daily living, therapists reported that making this approach work is a team learning process that takes years. This is mainly because striving to meet therapy goals within classroom activities requires frequent consultation among all the people who work with the child.

Another frequently cited challenge for Head Start and its partners is finding time for joint staff planning and discussion of individual child and family needs. Staff members of the seven programs said that to address this need, they often work much harder at providing quality blended services than they did at providing quality services that were not blended. But they also were more satisfied with their work and the continuing professional growth that often result from the free exchange of information and ideas among colleagues.

Teachers who provide blended services spoke more about challenges
Teachers should be known simply as teachers, no matter which agency pays their salaries.

Modeling strategies for success
Families and educators in the seven communities have discovered strategies for moving past these and other potential barriers. Their recommendations include:
- a commitment to knowing each other's jargon and to laughing together about "the alphabet soup" of early care and education. (See "Need-to-Know Terms" on the next page.)
- Pioneers also suggested that a program with blended services have a generic name (like The Children's Center), rather than keeping the name of any one of the component programs (like Midtown Head Start). Children must be described as "center children," not as "child-care children" or "Head Start children," except in confidential records or reports. Similarly, teachers should be known simply as teachers, no matter which agency pays their salaries, what degrees they have after their names, or what is contained in their individual job descriptions.
- Also helpful in creating equity is the building where the program is housed. It is ideal for all partners to move to a new site together or to cope with facility renovations, so that a new identity is created.
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IFSP— Individualized Family Service Plan. The planning document for infants and toddlers and their families in Early Intervention. Some Head Start programs also develop IFSPs.

Migrant programs — Programs that provide diverse services to migrant workers and their children up to age 21.

QIC — Quality Improvement Centers. Twelve regional offices that assist local Head Start grantees with training and technical assistance.

Resource and Referral Agency — A local or state agency designed to assist families in locating child care and helping child-care providers in accessing training and technical assistance to improve the quality of their services.

State early childhood programs — Locally and state-funded child development services, either for all interested families (as in Missouri’s Parents as Teachers or Minnesota’s Early Childhood Family Education Program) or primarily for families with low income (as in Florida’s Prekindergarten Early Intervention Program or North Carolina’s Smart Start).

TA — Technical assistance. Help from experienced practitioners who are sponsored by a state or federal program to improve the quality of local child-care services.

For blending to work well, administrators must show strong leadership, abundant patience, and excellent problem-solving skills.
communities explore options on thorny issues.

The pioneers also stressed that choices build ownership. Staff members, including paraeducators and family volunteers, should be encouraged to make decisions about some parts of the blending that affect them.

Members of each of the seven communities credited the flexibility and enthusiasm of some staff members as critical to the success of their blended services. Yet other staff members experienced difficulty in coping with changes in their professional identities and roles, and these reluctant staff members were initially barriers to achieving high-quality blended services. Child progress through blended services was often cited as the key to winning over skeptical teachers or therapists.

Managing stress levels is also critical. Many children and families in Head Start and other programs likely to blend services with Head Start have more than their fair share of crises. This, in turn, may create a continually stressful climate for staff members. And change may intensify stress levels even more. In the case of blending services, change is the not-so-simple task of putting together a novel approach to early care and education, an approach with new staff configurations and potential differences in teaching styles. Under normal circumstances, group mental health training is important to staff members. But during a change like the one to blended services, the importance is magnified and group mental health training becomes critical to the success of the blend. The seven pioneer programs agree that a healthy staff with manageable stress levels is more likely to mean healthy children.

Shared training of teachers, therapists, and other personnel across funding agencies also helps create the blend and enable it to survive. Head Start has often taken the lead in making this shared training happen.

Ample funding and time must be found for staff development. Methods for developmentally appropriate practice and family support that all staff members can implement as a team provide a common foundation for blended services. In-service training on communication strategies, combined with follow-up activities and coaching, are especially valuable. And when agencies send staff members to conferences, employees across agencies should travel together. As simple as this is, this strategy builds personal bonds that then facilitate professional collaboration.

Staff members can also support blended services by being encouraged to train each other, make decisions, solve problems, and identify next steps. But to do this well, they must be given sufficient time for daily and weekly reflection. This includes time for scheduled meetings to help establish and maintain the blend, as well as time for informal conversations that nurture a climate of trust, information sharing, and mutual responsibility for children.

To reduce stress, it is key that the roles of all staff members are clearly defined. But it is also critical to maintain enough flexibility to meet the inevitable and unforeseen responsibilities that come with a new blend. Though pay, benefits, and responsibilities may differ, staff members must treat each other as a single team of equals with different expertise. Paperwork demands must be shared. Teachers must support all the children in the classroom and not focus attention on those of their "caseload." Similarly, paraeducators must assist all children, and not shadow only the children with Individual Education Programs. The policy must be that whenever difficult issues arise, staff members and families work to resolve them openly, frankly, and immediately.
Teachers and therapists also recommend carefully considering class composition when initiating blended services. Some combinations of children are so explosive or physically demanding that teachers in the pioneer programs advised administrators to look at combinations of individual child needs and staff expertise when determining staffing and service provisions for a new blend. Often, administrators are inclined to look only at adult-child ratios.

Finally, but foremost, remember that families are at the heart of every blend. They typically are committed to the learning and happiness of all young children. Families have valuable insights to contribute in all aspects of planning and implementing blended services, including the aspect of class composition. Be sure to keep families informed of possible changes in your program — especially of how those changes may or may not affect their children.

Building success in a program with blended services requires patience — with oneself and with others — for a true blend can’t be created in a year. But in time, together we can.

Sharon Rosenkoetter, Ph.D., coordinates early childhood programs for the Associated Colleges of Central Kansas, a consortium of private colleges. She serves on the executive board of the Division for Early Childhood (DEC), Council for Exceptional Children. Portions of this article appeared in DEC’s magazine, Young Exceptional Children. At its international conference, DEC will sponsor a day devoted to collaboration among Head Start, child care, early intervention, and early childhood special education.
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As I look across the building the inclusion experiences that have been really positive have been those outgrowths of people that want to work together, are committed to working together..." an early childhood center principal.
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Working together: Professionals develop new roles and relationships in inclusive settings

Early childhood programs support the inclusion of young children with disabilities in a variety of ways. In some settings, early childhood special education and early childhood education teachers may work more directly with each other than they have in the past, perhaps coteaching a single class. In other settings, special education teachers may consult with teachers and work with children in several different classrooms. This collaboration and direct participation in a variety of settings may also be a new role for related service providers such as speech and occupational therapy professionals.

No matter how a program supports preschool inclusion, teachers and other professionals often must learn new roles and develop new relationships with each other. An article by researchers with The Early Childhood Research Institute on Inclusion identifies essential elements in the development of positive roles and relationships by adults working in inclusive early childhood programs.

Elements of positive professional roles in inclusive settings

Investment in the program. Participants are actively involved in developing the inclusive program and feel a personal interest in its success.

A shared philosophy. Adults working together have common goals and share similar beliefs about how to reach those goals.

Shared responsibility for all children. Each adult in the program is responsible for each child in the program. Every adult supports every child’s educational goals.

Communication. Through planned meeting times and informal conversations early childhood educators, early childhood special educators, related service providers, and families discuss the program and the needs of individual children.

Flexibility in redefining roles. Staff members are able to let go of some aspects of their role, assume new roles, and allow others to share in their role. “I am not just a special educator in our model,” says a coteacher of an inclusive class.

Stability in staffing. “All these different people get to know each other because they stay here. So when something like an inclusion effort comes along... There’s a built-in and positive atmosphere...,” explains a special education director.

Initiative. Individuals start the process of collaborating with others and developing new roles and relationships.

Administrative support. Administrators listen to and show confidence in staff. Resources are provided for training, team-building, and program planning.
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Toward a better understanding of inclusion

Since 1991, United States law has required public school systems to provide free, appropriate educational services to preschool-aged children with disabilities, beginning at age three. During the 1990s, great efforts have been made to address “appropriate” by including children with disabilities in classroom settings with typically developing peers. Although the benefits of inclusion have been well documented, school administrators, teachers, service providers and families have faced numerous challenges to successfully establishing inclusive programs. An article by researchers with the Early Childhood Research Institute on Inclusion presents the issues that interfere with the understanding and implementation of inclusion.

Absence of a standard definition. Differing views and opinions about inclusion hinder communication across school systems, agencies, professionals and families. Establishing a standard definition that incorporates the viewpoints of all participants in the process might assist policymakers in making informed decisions about inclusion.

Insufficient research of typical settings. The majority of the research of inclusion has been conducted in model, university-based settings with lower teacher-student ratios and more children with disabilities than in most community childcare and preschool programs. Conducting research in settings more typical of the “real world” may provide additional information that could possibly improve the implementation of inclusion.

Underestimating the role of culture. Although many preschool and childcare programs serve multicultural communities, research has not adequately addressed the issues of cultural diversity in inclusive settings. Family cultural practices and native languages can create unique challenges to incorporating children with disabilities. Conducting research that examines the cultural context may further promote greater understanding and better implementation.

Lack of a multi-dimensional “big picture” approach to research. Most research has addressed one aspect of the inclusion process at a time. However, inclusion is influenced by a wide range of factors operating inside and outside the classroom. The learning environment itself is significantly shaped by the relationships among administrators, teachers and other professionals, families and children. A better understanding of the connections among all participants and the educational policies that affect them is essential to the process of effectively implementing inclusion.
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Respecting diversity: the effect of language, culture, and disability on children's preschool experiences

Educators and administrators in preschool settings face many challenges incorporating children with special needs. The issue of inclusion becomes more complex because children differ with respect to linguistic and cultural backgrounds. The interaction among culture, language, and disability can have a tremendous impact on a child's sense of belonging in the classroom and school community, and can influence educational goals, such as developing social competence and increasing receptive and expressive skills.

These basic goals are greatly affected by a child's ability to communicate. Children with disabilities can have a more difficult time forming friendships and participating meaningfully in the full range of classroom activities. The obstacles may be even larger when the child's native language and culture differ from those of the majority of children at the preschool. A language and cultural barrier can also affect a program's ability to address a family's needs, and for families to communicate their concerns.

Adequately serving children with disabilities from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds is a tremendous challenge. An article by researchers with the Early Childhood Research Institute on Inclusion presents three family profiles, and the degree to which each family has been incorporated, or isolated from the classroom experience. The following issues were identified from this research:

Lack of identified or defined educational goals. Many IEPs and curricula lacked educational goals that addressed communication and bilingual issues, even though this was a priority identified by most families.

Participation in classroom activities affected by language and disability issues.
The effects of language differences and disability conditions may interact to form barriers to children's participation in classroom activities.

Interactions and abilities to form friendships influenced by language. Effective communication systems are important to children in forming friendships and social interaction.

Communication between home and school compromised. When professionals and parents do not share a common language, communication between home and school may not be established or may break down.

Lack of translation/interpretation and training in cultural/linguistic issues.
Both parents and professionals expressed the need for appropriate translation and interpreter services, and training for personnel related to cultural and language issues.
In the most successful circumstances, comprehensive and coordinated planning, collaborative efforts between families and professionals, increased interpretation services, and staff training in language and multi-cultural issues have been shown to significantly improve a child's chances for meaningful inclusion in the classroom, and the family's involvement in the community as a whole.
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We found that, although our teachers used similar phrases to describe inclusion, they imbued these phrases with a wide variety of meanings.

It is widely accepted that inclusive educational environments are beneficial both to children with disabilities and their nondisabled peers. Nondisabled children have an opportunity to experience a diversity of abilities, and children with disabilities have opportunities to model the social and linguistic skills of their more competent classmates. However, the degree to which both of these groups of children benefit from an inclusive setting depends greatly on educators' beliefs about inclusion and the ways in which they implement those beliefs in their programs. Providing an appropriate educational environment that serves all children is a terrific challenge facing administrators, teachers, and the families who participate in these programs.

Teachers differ in how they structure their classrooms and design lesson plans for inclusive classrooms. Many of those differences stem from two contrasting teacher perceptions of the classroom setting: the view that the classroom is a group where all participants are expected to conform to the whole, and the view that the group is made up of individuals with different personalities, skills and needs. In the first model, instruction is offered in a similar way to all children. In the second model, instruction is modified so that children with a range of abilities can participate.

Another important factor that affects the preschool educational environment is whether educators choose to ignore, explain or celebrate the differences among children in their mediation and support of peer interactions. The teachers who choose to ignore differences express the need that kids have to blend in and not be singled out. Teachers who choose to explain differences want to respond to children's questions and natural curiosity about uncommon situations. Those who choose to celebrate differences feel the need to highlight and respect the unique qualities of the individual child.

There is a wide variety of opinions concerning how children in preschools benefit from inclusion and in defining exactly what inclusion means. For some teachers, proximity itself satisfies their definition of an inclusive educational environment. For others, inclusion implies a complete and full participation in all social and educational aspects of the classroom. These differences in beliefs and the influence they have on program implementation have a profound effect on the quality of preschool education for children with disabilities and their nondisabled peers. An article by researchers with The Early Childhood Research Institute on Inclusion examines these types of preschool settings and the attitudes and actions of educators in each circumstance.
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"...kids are constantly saying, 'Hi Henry....'...I've gotten to know everybody....But Henry is becoming as popular as I am. He gets to know so many people. It really amazes me."

—Henry's father

Part of the community: Factors that influence the way children with disabilities participate in society

For a child with a disability, being included in a classroom setting with typically developing peers provides an opportunity to experience a full range of social, expressive, and receptive skills. Much has been written about the benefits of inclusive preschool environments. However, the quality of a person's life depends on participation in the world beyond the classroom, in the neighborhood, in the community, and in society at large. Developing enduring relationships in those settings is integral to a person's sense of belonging.

Many factors promote and limit a child's involvement in his or her community. The same factors may help or hinder the family's inclusion in society. Several of these conditions exist for all families, whether or not they include a member with a disability. An article by researchers with the Early Childhood Research Institute on Inclusion examines the issues affecting participation in, or isolation from, the community.

The following circumstances can inhibit a family's involvement in the community:

- neighborhood instability and safety issues
- lack of neighborhood peers
- concern about negative peer influences
- limited financial resources and lack of transportation
- hectic family schedules
- certain aspects of a child's disability
- lack of environmental accessibility

The following conditions can promote a family's participation in the community:

- social contacts and a support system
- family's sense of community
- proximity to peers
- school-community connections
- appealing child characteristics
- accessibility of environmental adaptations

The families who feel the most involved in their communities participate in a variety of social situations, including attending organized school, neighborhood, and religious activities, visiting community parks and swimming pools and having regular interactions with extended families.
When peers play together and families connect across a multitude of settings, the family's sense of community is much stronger. In addition, many families actively encourage their children's involvement by creating opportunities for social interactions with peers. All of these approaches promote enduring social relationships, which is the foundation for being part of a community.
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How inclusion works: The beliefs and experiences of those who implement and participate in inclusive programs

During the last decade, the number of preschoolers with disabilities who participate partially or fully in inclusive settings has grown significantly. The benefits of an inclusive educational experience for children with disabilities and their non-disabled peers have been well documented. Less is known about the meaning of inclusion for the administrators and educators who implement the integrated programs and the families who participate in them. An article by researchers with the Early Childhood Research Institute on Inclusion examines the sometimes surprising differences between the theory of inclusion and the implementation of inclusive practices. Several of the researchers' most significant findings are summarized below.

- **Beliefs Versus Behaviors** Different interpretations of the meaning of inclusion resulted in a wide range of types of inclusive settings. The actions of administrators, educators, and families were often inconsistent with their stated views about inclusion. In some cases, centers that were considered to be proponents of inclusion regularly recommended segregated settings for children with more challenging behaviors. Often, individualized services were inadequate for promoting full participation by children with disabilities, and teachers and directors lacked the skills and training to fully implement inclusive programs.

- **The Where and When of Specialized Instruction** In many situations, educators had difficulty defining specialized instruction and finding appropriate times to incorporate IEP goals and objectives into classroom routines. In combined categorical programs, it was frequently unclear which individuals were responsible for developing, implementing, and evaluating those goals. In some instances, adults' attempts to implement specialized instruction interfered with children's interactions and participation in the classroom. Inadequate teacher training and staff-to-child ratios hindered the quality of specialized instruction, especially for children with challenging behaviors.

- **Open Versus Closed Door Programs** Researchers found a variety of ways in which centers welcomed or inhibited children and families from participating in programs. In some cases, parents felt their child had to work to "earn" a placement in an inclusive classroom setting, and to overcome the negative attitudes of administrators and multi-disciplinary teams. In other cases, parents found willingness on the part of administrators and teachers to schedule regular meetings to evaluate the best possible placements for their children. The proximity of the inclusive classroom to the rest of the school greatly affected the amount of participation by the child and family in the workings of the school community, in positive and negative ways. In the best situations, the interconnections among children, families, and staff contributed to an open door environment that allowed all participants to take full advantage of inclusive opportunities.

- **Institutional Versus Child and Family Time** The degree to which school
personnel and program planners respected families' time constraints played a major role in families' participation in the school community, and their ability to access inclusive programming. Due to the circumstances of particular placements, some children spent more time in transit than receiving individualized services. When administrators were insensitive to families' busy schedules, communication and services suffered. In other centers, flexibility on the part of school personnel encouraged participation by allowing families to deliver and collect their children according to their own schedules. In some settings, frequent informal meetings enhanced the relationships and communication between families and staff.

In order to enhance families' participation in school communities and increase the benefits of inclusive education, the researchers suggest organizations:
- Support staff in their efforts to become competent professionals
- Schedule services that match the daily schedules of children and families
- Encourage open communication with families to ensure appropriate placements.
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There are several aspects to this philosophy of inclusion... an appreciation of all children as unique individuals with varying abilities and needs [and] a belief in the correctness of including young children with disabilities.

One of the most important aspects of a positive early education experience is the recognition of each child in the program as a unique individual. Appropriately supporting young children in these environments includes accepting and being responsive to differing abilities and interests. In today's multi-cultural society, programs must also recognize the differences in language, social class, heritage, ethnic origins, geographic location, and religion of the preschool population. Adapting programming to accommodate this great diversity is a significant challenge to administrators, educators and service providers, especially where children with disabilities are concerned. An article by researchers with the Early Childhood Research Institute on Inclusion examines how early education programs acknowledge and support the particular interests and needs of children and their families.

Researchers discovered that culture is a central issue in preschool education, and has a considerable effect on:

- the views of families and educators about child-rearing, learning and education, disabilities, and the meaning of inclusion
- the ability of families and educators to gather and exchange information
- the communication abilities and social relationships of children and families.

Of great importance to a successful preschool experience is the ability of children to achieve a sense of belonging and membership in the peer culture. Researchers found that preschoolers typically approach peers who seem familiar and share a common interest in materials and activities. A major barrier to peer acceptance is the inability of children to communicate because of a disability or because the children do not share a common language.

Equally significant is the social and political climate in the larger communities where families live. Policies and practices related to inclusion are profoundly influenced by the history of special education in these communities. In addition, the cultural perspectives of families affect their expectations for children, social relationships, and beliefs concerning disability issues, education in general, and the value of inclusion.

The philosophies and practices of the community and classroom can have a positive effect on inclusive settings. Full inclusion is a possibility when communities and classrooms:

- recognize and celebrate diversity
- support the right of individuals to participate fully in society
- appreciate all children as unique individuals with varying abilities and needs.
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Teaching all children: Challenges to providing early intervention services in inclusive settings

The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act guarantees a free, appropriate public education for all three to five year old children with disabilities. This influential law states that special education services will be provided in the least restrictive environment, including community settings in which children without disabilities participate. Previously, most children with disabilities were served in segregated schools or classrooms. Combining children with and without disabilities has greatly benefited both sets of children. At the same time, it has created unique challenges for school administrators and teachers attempting to incorporate all children and promote an appropriate and satisfactory educational experience for a classroom full of children with varying abilities and needs. An article by researchers with the Early Childhood Research Institute on Inclusion examines the particular ways in which professionals successfully provide educational services in inclusive classroom settings.

Despite the differences among children, many of the educational goals remain the same. These include:

- Becoming more confident learners
- Learning to interact positively with peers
- Learning to respect others
- Learning to communicate effectively
- Acquiring and using problem-solving skills.

Through a review of the research and state of the practice, we’ve identified certain strategies that facilitate, support, and maintain the meaningful participation of children with disabilities, and address the children’s individual goals and objectives. These are:

- Providing environmental support by arranging the physical space, offering materials that promote learning, and encouraging proximity to peers
- Adapting materials by stabilizing, enlarging, or otherwise modifying materials to increase participation by all children
- Simplifying activities by dividing a routine into smaller parts or reducing the number of steps to accomplish a task
• Using children's preferences in identifying materials and activities that are of particular interest to individual children
• Providing adult and peer support through feedback, prompts, or hand-over-hand assistance
• Providing special equipment such as adaptive equipment or technology that allows more participation by all children.
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Defining types of inclusive programs and services

Many programs across the country are labeled as “inclusive,” but the settings and the services provided in those settings are very different. A child with a disability might spend the entire day with non-disabled peers, or just be included for short segments of the classroom schedule. Programs are generally referred to as “inclusive” regardless of the amount of time spent together or the ratio of children with and without disabilities.

An article by researchers with the Early Childhood Research Institute on Inclusion examines and labels the range of inclusive programs and services. First, the researchers explore the variety of ways in which inclusive education programs are organized and administered. These include:

- **Community-based Child Care** Children attend nonprofit and for-profit preschools and child care centers located outside of public school buildings. Both the community-based child care and the public school agencies participate in the funding and organization of these programs.
- **Head Start Programs** Children attend programs which Head Start agencies fund and organize.
- **Public School Early Childhood Education** Children attend early childhood and early childhood special education classes in public schools. These programs are operated through public funds.
- **Public School-Head Start Combination** Children attend Head Start classrooms away from or within public school buildings. In these settings, the public school system administers the contract for Head Start services.
- **Public School Child Care** Children attend tuition-based child care programs organized by the public school system.
- **Dual Enrollment** Children divide their days between early childhood education programs and inclusive or nonintegrated special education programs.

Second, the researchers detail the range of inclusive services available to children with disabilities. These include:

- **Itinerant Teaching Model—Direct Service** Services are provided regularly by visiting special education teachers and other service providers in early childhood education settings.
- **Itinerant Teaching Model—Collaborative/Consultative** Special education teachers and service providers consult with early childhood teachers to incorporate individualized goals into the classroom curriculum.

(over)
Team Teaching Model  Early childhood and special education teachers share teaching roles in the same classroom, collaborating on planning and leading activities.

Early Childhood Teacher Model  Early childhood teachers plan, implement, and supervise classroom activities for children with and without disabilities.

Early Childhood Special Education  Early childhood special education teachers plan, implement, and supervise classroom activities. Children without disabilities are brought into the classroom.

Integrative/Inclusive Activities  Children with and without disabilities attend separate classrooms, but participate in joint activities for a portion of the day.
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"None of us has any magic—through our collective work we can get something done."
—an ECE teacher

Me, Too! Inside Preschool Inclusion

The Early Childhood Research Institute on Inclusion

How preschools promote inclusive practices: Lessons from two case studies

The number of preschool programs serving children with disabilities has grown considerably in recent years. Successfully providing appropriate services in these educational settings requires extensive planning, and the cooperation and collaboration of numerous professionals. This is particularly evident in inclusive settings, where children with disabilities co-exist with their non-disabled peers. In many cases, early education teachers and special education teachers must combine their unique skills to develop a mutually acceptable approach to teaching. An article by researchers with the Early Childhood Research Institute on Inclusion focuses on two preschool settings where inclusive practices have been successfully implemented.

Jimmy's Classroom: A Collaborative Team Model

Jimmy, a child with autism, attended a community-based child care. In this setting, special educators, service providers, childcare center staff, and the family participated in the planning and implementation of Jimmy's IEP goals. The success of this model was based on several key factors:

- the staff viewed Jimmy's inclusion in the program as "a challenge" and "a big learning opportunity"
- initially, additional staffing support was provided by the school system to help train the team
- the child care teachers and early childhood special education staff were able to blend their different teaching philosophies into a working model through informal and formal meetings, and the use of a central notebook, communication between the team members was greatly enhanced.

Sandy and Jane: A Team Teaching Approach

At the Winwood Early Childhood Center, children with disabilities and their non-disabled peers attended separate classrooms, but had some activities together. Then the principal asked one "buddy class" pair to combine classes for the majority of the school day. Sandy and Jane agreed, and formed a team-teaching partnership. The success of this model was based on:

- the teachers' ability to create and sustain a team teaching approach
- the teachers' willingness to relinquish "ownership" of their separate classrooms
- blending different expectations of the children and different teaching methods
- enhancing communication through informal meetings and joint planning

Promoting inclusive practices
ECRII Brief #10
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the teachers' leadership role in promoting similar inclusive strategies in other classrooms.

The success of both programs relied greatly on the flexibility of all the professionals involved, and their acceptance and incorporation of each others' skills, knowledge, and experience.
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Inclusion is about belonging and participating in a diverse society.
- Inclusion is not just a school issue – it extends to the communities in which children and their families live.
- Inclusion is not only a disability issue; all children and families have a right to participate and be supported in the schools and community.

For more information see:

Individuals – teachers, families, administrators – define inclusion differently.
- Levels of the ecological system, priorities and responsibilities influence definitions of inclusion.
- People within the same system (e.g., one school or school district) may have extremely different views of inclusion.

For more information see:

Beliefs about inclusion influence its implementation.
- The beliefs about schooling that families and professionals bring with them to the classroom influence how inclusive practices are planned and implemented; these beliefs are influenced by many complex factors.
- Beliefs about human diversity – culture, race, language, class, ability – influence how inclusion is implemented in schools and communities.

For more information see:

Programs, not children, have to be “ready for inclusion.”
- The most successful inclusive programs view inclusion as the starting point for all children.
- Inclusion can be appropriate for all children; making it work successfully depends on planning, training and support.

For more information see:

Eight inclusion synthesis points
ECRII Brief #11
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Collaboration is the cornerstone to effective inclusive programs.

• Collaboration among adults, including professionals and parents, within and across systems and programs is essential to inclusive programs.
• Collaboration among adults, from different disciplines and often with different philosophies, is one of the greatest challenges to successful implementation of inclusive programs.

For more information see:


Specialized instruction is an important component of inclusion.

• Participation in a community-based or general education setting is not enough. The individual needs of children with disabilities must be addressed in inclusive program.
• Specialized instruction can be delivered through a variety of effective strategies, many of which can be embedded in the ongoing classroom activities.

For more information see:


Adequate support is necessary to make inclusive environments work.

• Support includes training, personnel, materials, planning time, and ongoing consultation.
• Support can be delivered in different ways and each person involved in inclusion may have unique needs.

For more information see:


Inclusion can benefit children with and without disabilities.

• The parents of children without disabilities whose children participate in inclusive programs often report beneficial changes in their children's confidence, self-esteem and understanding of diversity.
• High quality early childhood programs form the necessary structural base for high quality inclusive programs; thus, all children benefit from them.

For more information see:
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Section III: Legislative Foundations

- Statutory Language Related to Inclusion From Part B of The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act Amendments of 1997
- Statutory Language Related to Inclusion From Part C of The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act Amendments of 1997
- "Rights to Regular Education"
- "Child Care Centers and the Americans with Disabilities Act"
  U.S. Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division, Disability Rights Section
  (November 1997)
- Show Me How Technical Assistance Bulletin
  (Missouri Department of Elementary and Secondary Education, February 1997, Issue No. 1)
Statutory Language Related to Inclusion From
Part B of
The Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act Amendments of 1997 (P.L. 105-17)

from Sec. 1412. Least restrictive environment —

(5) LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENT-

(A) IN GENERAL— To the maximum extent appropriate, children with disabilities, including children in public or private institutions or other care facilities, are educated with children who are not disabled, and special classes, separate schooling, or other removal of children with disabilities from the regular educational environment occurs only when the nature or severity of the disability of a child is such that education in regular classes with the use of supplementary aids and services cannot be achieved satisfactorily.

from Sec. 1414. Individualized education program definitions —

(A) INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM-

The term 'individualized education program' or 'IEP' means a written statement for each child with a disability that is developed, reviewed, and revised in accordance with this section and that includes —

(i) a statement of the child's present levels of educational performance, including —

(I) how the child’s disability affects the child’s involvement and progress in the general curriculum; or

(II) for preschool children, as appropriate, how the disability affects the child’s participation in appropriate activities;

(ii) a statement of measurable annual goals, including benchmarks or short-term objectives, related to —

(I) meeting the child’s needs that result from the child’s disability to enable the child to be involved in and progress in the general curriculum; and

(II) meeting each of the child’s other educational needs that result from the child’s disability;

(iii) a statement of the special education and related services and supplementary aids and services to be provided to the child, or on behalf of the child, and a statement of the program modifications or supports for school personnel that will be provided for the child —

(I) to advance appropriately toward attaining the annual goals;

(II) to be involved and progress in the general curriculum in accordance with clause (i) and to participate in extracurricular and other nonacademic activities; and

(III) to be educated and participate with other children with disabilities and nondisabled children in the activities described in this paragraph;

(iv) an explanation of the extent, if any, to which the child will not participate with nondisabled children in the regular class and in the activities described in clause (iii);
Statutory Language Related to Inclusion From
Part C of
The Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act Amendments of 1997 (P.L. 105-17)

from Sec. 632. Definitions —
As used in this part:
(4) Early intervention services.—The term "early intervention services" means develop-
mental services that—
   (G) to the maximum extent appropriate, are provided in natural environments, including
   the home, and community settings in which children without disabilities participate; . . .

from Sec. 635. Requirements for Statewide System —
(a) In General.—A statewide system described in section 633 shall include, at a mini-
mum, the following components:
   (16) Policies and procedures to ensure that, consistent with section 636(d)(5)—
      (A) to the maximum extent appropriate, early intervention services are provided in
      natural environments; and
      (B) the provision of early intervention services for any infant or toddler occurs in a
      setting other than a natural environment only when early intervention cannot be achieved
      satisfactorily for the infant or toddler in a natural environment.

from Sec. 636. Individualized Family Service Plan —
(d) Content of Plan.—The individualized family service plan shall be in writing and
contain—
   (5) a statement of the natural environments in which early intervention services shall
appropriately be provided, including a justification of the extent, if any, to which the ser-
vices will not be provided in a natural environment;
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Children with disabilities are first and foremost children, worthy of equal respect, opportunities, treatment, status and place.

Moral Right

Children with disabilities are first and foremost children. They will benefit from the same experiences that are desirable for all children for the same reasons. They will also benefit from avoidance of the same undesirable experiences for the same reasons. Inclusion provides opportunities for socialization and friendships to develop. It provides a sense of belonging and appropriate modeling of social, behavioral, and academic skills.

Civil Right

Separate is not equal. If something is offered to all children it must be accessible to all children. Access should not be denied based on disability or any characteristic alone. Children with disabilities have a right to go to the same schools and classes as their friends, neighbors, brothers and sisters. They have a right to be afforded equal opportunities.

Parental Right

Parents have a right, as experts on their own children, to pursue the least restrictive environment with supports and services for their children to successfully achieve their individual goals. They will always have far longer and greater responsibility, and vested interest in their child's future, than any system or paid professional. They are equal partners of the IEP (Individual Education Program) Team.

Ethical Right

Giving every child a sense of belonging, value and worth enhances their overall quality of life. Including children with disabilities in general education classes models acceptance of diversity. It teaches children how to function together with others of different abilities.

Legal Right

The Individual's with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA)

Passed in 1975 (as PL 94-142) amended 1997. Children with disabilities are to be educated to the maximum extent with children who do not have disabilities. Beginning in July of 1998, Congress requires that IEP's include a statement describing how the child's disability affects his/her involvement and progress in the general curriculum and a statement of goals and objectives that is related to enabling the child to be involved and progress in the general curriculum. [20 U.S.C. Sec. 1414(d)(1)(A)(i)&(ii).] The statement of services in the IEP must also include a statement of the supplemental aids and services that will be provided for the child and a statement of the program modifications and supports for school personnel that will be provided for the child to be involved and progress in the general curriculum and to participate in extracurricular and nonacademic activities beginning in July of 1998. [20 U.S.C. Sec. 1414(d)(1)(A)(iii).]

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)

Passed in 1990. Extended civil rights similar to those of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to people with disabilities. "Prohibits discrimination on the basis of disability in: private sector employment; services rendered by state and local governments; places of public accommodations; transportation; telecommunications relay systems." Integration is fundamental to the purpose of the ADA. Regulations state that "a public entity may not
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deny a qualified individual with a disability the opportu-
nity to participate in services, programs, or activities
that are not separate or different, despite the existence
of permissibly separate or different programs or
activities.”

Rehabilitation Act 504

Passed in 1973 - No otherwise qualified individual with
disabilities in the United States.... shall solely by reason
of his disabilities, “be excluded from participation in, be
denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination
under any program, or activity receiving Federal
financial assistance....”

Civil Rights Act

Passed in 1964 - Protects the rights of all “minority
groups”

Supreme Court — Brown v. Board of Education
1954

On May 17, 1954, the Supreme Court unanimously
declared that “separate educational facilities are
inherently unequal” and, as such, violate the 14th
Amendment to the United States Constitution, which
 guarantees all citizens “equal protection of the laws.”
Justices concluded that exclusion “generates a feeling of
inferiority as to their status in the community that may
affect their hearts and minds in a way unlikely to ever
be undone.”Chief Justice Earl Warren stated “a sense of
inferiority affects the motivation of the child to learn.”

United States Constitution 14th Amendment

Section 1 “... nor shall any State deprive any person of
life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor
to deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal
protection of the laws.”

Declaration of Independence –

Thomas Jefferson stated “We hold these truths to be
self-evident: that all men are created equal; that they are
endowed by their creator with certain unalienable rights;
that among these are life; liberty and the pursuit of
happiness.”

Federal Court Cases:

♦ Roncker v. Walter, 700 F2d. 1058 (6th Circuit Court
1993)

addressed the issue of “bringing educational services to
the child” versus “bringing the child to the services”.
The case was resolved in favor of integrated versus
segregated placement and established a principle of
portability; that is, “if a desirable service currently
provided in a segregated setting can feasibly be
delivered in an integrated setting, it would be inappro-
priate under PL 94-142 to provide the service in a
segregated environment” Questions used to determine
whether mainstreaming can be accomplished.

1) What is it in the segregated program that makes
it better than a mainstreaming program?
2) Can these things (modified curriculum, teacher)
be provided in the regular school environment?

“It is not enough for a district to simply claim that a
segregated program is superior: In a case where
the segregated facility is considered superior, the
court should determine whether the services
which make the placement superior could be
feasibly provided in a non-segregated setting (i.e.
regular class). If they can, the placement in the
segregated school would be inappropriate under
the act (I.D.E.A.).” (Roncker v. Walter, 700 F.2d
1058 (6th Cir.) at 1063, cert. denied, 464 U.S.
864 (1983))

The Roncker Court found that placement decisions must
be individually made. School districts that automatically
place children in a predetermined type of school solely
on the basis of their disability (e.g., mentally retarda-
tion) rather than on the basis of the IEP, violate federal
laws.

♦ Oberti vs. Board of Education of the Borough of
Clementon School District
(3rd Circuit Court, 1993)

upheld the right of Rafeal Oberti, a boy with Down
syndrome, to receive his education in his neighborhood
regular school with adequate and necessary supports,
placing the burden of proof for compliance with IDEA's
mainstreaming requirements on the school district and
the state rather than on the family. The federal judge
who decided the case endorsed full inclusion, he wrote
“Inclusion is a right, not a special privilege for a select
few”.

The Oberti Court stated ...

“that education law requires school systems to
supplement and realign their resources to move
beyond those systems, structures and practices
which tend to result in unnecessary segregation
of children with disabilities.
“We emphasize that the Act does not require states to offer the same educational experience to a child with disabilities as is generally provided for nondisabled children.... To the contrary, states must address the unique needs of a disabled child, recognizing that that child may benefit differently from education in the regular classroom than other students. .... In short, the fact that a child with disabilities will learn differently from his or her education within a regular classroom does not justify exclusion from that environment.” “Indeed the Act’s strong presumption in favor of mainstreaming...would be turned on its head if parents had to prove that their child was worthy of being included, rather than the school district having to justify a decision to exclude the child from the regular classroom.”

Sacramento City Unified School District vs. Holland (9th Circuit Court, 1994) upheld the district court decision in which Judge David S. Levi indicated that when school districts place students with disabilities, the presumption and starting point is the mainstream. The parents challenged the district’s decision to place their daughter half-time in a special education classroom and half-time in a regular education classroom, they wanted their daughter in the regular classroom full-time. Rachel Holland an 11 year old with mental retardation, and was tested with an I.Q. of 44. The District contended Rachel was too “severely disabled” to benefit from full-time placement in a regular class. The court found in favor of including the child. The 9th Circuit Court established a four-part balancing test to determine whether a school district is complying with IDEA.

1) the educational benefits of placing the child in a full-time regular education program;
2) the non-academic benefits of such a placement. (The court noted social and communications skills as well as her self-confidence from placement in a regular class)
3) the effect the child would have on the teacher and other students in the regular classroom;
4) and the costs of supplementary aids and services associated with this placement.
(The court said cost is only a factor if it would “adversely affect services available to other children.”)

The Clinton administration, via the Office of Special Education Programs, filed a “friend of the court” brief with the Court of Appeals in Support of Rachel Holland’s placement in general education.

Greer vs. Rome City School District (11th Circuit Court, 1992)

Court stated “Before the school district may conclude that a handicapped child should be educated outside of the regular classroom it must consider whether supplemental aids and services would permit satisfactory education in the regular classroom.” Parents said the school determined the child’s “severe impairment” justified placement in a self-contained special education classroom. The district argued that the costs of providing services in the classroom would be too high. The court sided with the parents and said the school had made no effort to modify the kindergarten curriculum to accommodate the child in the regular classroom. The court said that the district cannot refuse to serve a child because of added cost. The Court also said school officials must share placement considerations with the child’s parents at the IEP meeting before a placement is determined.

Daniel R.R. v State Board of Education, 874 F.2d 1036 (5th Circuit Court 1989) found that regular education placement is appropriate if a child with a disability can receive a satisfactory education, even if it is not the best academic setting for the child. Non-academic benefits must also be considered. The Court stated that “academic achievement is not the only purpose of mainstreaming. Integrating a handicapped child into a nonhandicapped environment may be beneficial in and of itself...even if the child cannot flourish academically.” The Circuit Court developed a two-pronged test to determine if the district’s actions were in compliance with the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA):

1) Can education in the regular classroom with the use of supplemental aids and services be achieved satisfactorily?
2) If it cannot, has the school mainstreamed the child to the maximum extent appropriate?

(Note: The Court stated that “In this case, the trial court correctly concluded that the needs of the handicapped child and the needs of the nonhandicapped students in the Pre-kindergarten class tip the balance in favor of placing Daniel in special education.”)

Board of Education v. Rowley, 458 U.S. 176 (2nd Circuit Court 1982)

Supreme Court found that individualized decisions based on the unique needs of each child were essential under federal law. Schools who let one criterion, such as a specific disability, automatically determine the placement are likely to be held in violation of federal law.

Including Preschool-Age Children With Disabilities in Community Settings: A Resource Packet
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Other Cases

- **Mills v. Board of Education**
The court adopted “a presumption that among the alternative programs of education, placement in a regular public school class with appropriate ancillary services is preferable to placement in a special school class.” (See hearing procedures 13a)

- **P.A.R.C v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,**
  Consent Agreement.
  There is “a presumption that, among the alternative programs of education and training required by statute to be available, placement in a regular public school class is preferable to placement in a special public school class.”

- **Dept. of Educ., State of Hawaii v. Katherine D.**
In California, the federal appeals court has stated that the: “Congressional preference for educating handicapped children in classrooms with their peers is made unmistakably clear.”

  And if specially trained personnel, for example physical, occupational, and speech therapists are required to assist a student with a disability to participate in an inclusive program, those personnel must be hired.

- **Tokarcik v. Forest Hills School District**
Denying access to a regular public school classroom without a compelling education justification constitutes discrimination.

- **Mavis v. Sobol.**
“[T]he District has not justified, to the satisfaction of this reviewing court, its decision to exclude [the student] from a regular classroom.”

- **Hartman v. Loudon County Board of Education**
  (E.D. Va 1996).
  A school district was required to place an 11 year old student with autism in a regular education classroom with a one to one instructional aide and an appropriately adapted curriculum. The student had shown benefit from such placement in a previous school district.

Other

**The National Anthem** — “land of the free”

The Pledge of Allegiance states “with liberty and justice for all.”
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Child Care Centers and the Americans with Disabilities Act

Privately-run child care centers — like other public accommodations such as private schools, recreation centers, restaurants, hotels, movie theaters, and banks must comply with title III of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Child care services provided by State and local government agencies, such as Head Start, summer programs, and extended school day programs, must comply with title II of the ADA. Both titles apply to a child care center's interactions with the children, parents, guardians, and potential customers that it serves.

The U.S. Department of Justice answers questions about the ADA and provides free publications by mail and fax through its ADA Information Line and on its ADA Home Page on the Internet.

**ADA Information Line**
800-514-0301 (Voice) 800-514-0383 (TDD)

The ADA Information Line provides answers to general and technical questions, on Monday thru Friday from 10:00 a.m. until 6:00 p.m. except Thursdays when the hours are from 1:00 p.m. until 6:00 p.m. (Eastern Time). You may also order regulations and other free materials for mail delivery 24 hours a day.

**ADA Information by Fax** provides many ADA publications that can sent directly to your fax machine. To order, call the ADA Information Line at any time and follow the fax-back system directions.

**ADA Home Page on the Internet**
The Department of Justice's ADA Home Page provides free information including technical assistance materials, enforcement information including settlement agreements, links to other Federal agencies and updates on new and pending ADA requirements.

http://www.usdoj.gov/crt/ada/adahom1.htm

**Examples of ADA Information Available**

**Commonly Asked Questions about Child Care Centers and the ADA**
A 13-page publication that provides answers to commonly asked questions about how the ADA applies to Child Care Centers.

**ADA Questions and Answers**
A 32-page booklet in easy-to-use question and answer format giving an overview of the ADA's requirements.

**Checklist for Readily Achievable Barrier Removal**
This document helps identify accessibility problems in small to medium-sized existing facilities and provides sample solutions for some common architectural barriers.

**Tax Credits and Deductions**
To assist businesses with complying with the ADA, Section 44 of the IRS Code allows a tax credit for small businesses and Section 190 of the IRS Code allows a tax deduction for all businesses. These credits and deductions for businesses can be used to cover selected costs of providing access to people with disabilities.
Understanding early childhood LRE requirements

Early Childhood Special Education staff at DESE are frequently asked program and implementation questions regarding the preschool program. In order to provide consistent responses to frequently asked questions, this section will provide Technical Assistance Bulletins to local school districts.

This bulletin, the first in a series, is intended to provide clarification about the least restrictive environment (LRE) requirements for early childhood special education services to administrators, teachers, and related services personnel.

Once a child’s eligibility for early childhood special education has been determined, the next step for IEP teams is to develop an IEP with appropriate goals and objectives for the child and determine how and where they would best be implemented. IEP teams need to first consider a regular education environment for implementing the child’s IEP goals and objectives. For ECSE children, this could be their current daytime setting and may include the use of supplementary aids and services.

1 Must districts address LRE for preschoolers?

Yes, the LRE provisions required by IDEA apply to all children ages 3 through 21 who meet the eligibility criteria for special education.

Embedded in the concept of LRE is the removal of students from regular education classrooms or removal from opportunity to receive education with nondisabled peers. Providing services in the least restrictive environment is a challenge because there is no publicly funded regular education program for 3- and 4-year-olds in Missouri, but there are a variety of options to consider.

Districts have the option of operating a reverse mainstream program that can satisfy LRE requirements or using other early childhood settings, such as Title I preschool programs and Head Start. Both of these settings are publicly funded. A few districts in Missouri operate preschool programs funded by tuition and/or local education funds that children in ECSE can access by parent pay.

Eligible children may receive their services in a community child care or preschool where the children are enrolled and the parents pay tuition. In those cases, it is recommended the IEP and notices regarding placement state that the children receive services in an early childhood setting in which the parents have enrolled the children, and the parents are responsible for costs associated with child care or preschool tuition.

When no other appropriate regular education options are available, DESE supports tuition costs for placement in a community early childhood setting only for the amount of time noted as regular education on the IEP.

Contact your early childhood special education supervisor for technical assistance on supporting tuition costs in community placements.

2 What do districts need to consider when determining where young children will receive their special education and related services?

After completing the necessary steps to determine eligibility, the IEP team must develop appropriate goals and objectives. Once these are developed, the IEP team determines what services are needed and the appropriate placement for the child to achieve these goals and objectives.

A variety of placement options must be considered, and the district is required to provide the placement that is determined to be appropriate for each child. Factors to consider when determining a child’s placement include:

- nature and severity of the disability;
- diverse learning style of the student;
- need for specially designed materials, supplies or equipment;
- significant modifications that would be needed;
- extent to which the student is distractible;
- inability of the student to engage appropriately with other students;
- potential harmful effects to the student or on the quality of services the student needs;
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- Significant disruptions that would occur in the regular class having a negative effect on the education of the other students; and
- Degree to which the student would not benefit from services provided in the regular classroom.

Districts are required to develop or arrange for those options that are determined appropriate if the district itself does not offer that option.

When an IEP team determines that a child at home or enrolled in a community early childhood setting should be placed in group ECSE in a segregated setting, the team has determined that the special education and related services the child needs cannot be provided in the current daytime setting with the support of supplementary aids and services.

How do IEP teams determine the number of regular education minutes to record on the IEP?

IEP teams must first consider providing services in regular education environments with the support of supplementary aids and services. If the IEP team determines that a regular education environment is not appropriate to implement the child's IEP goals and objectives, then teams should indicate zero minutes of regular education on the child's IEP.

In situations where the IEP team has determined a regular education environment is necessary to provide a free appropriate public education (FAPE), the amount of minutes the child will be in that environment must be documented as regular education minutes on the IEP. This obligations the current district and any district to which the child transfers to provide or arrange through purchase a regular education environment in which the IEP must be implemented.

When children are receiving special education services in a setting with nondisabled peers such as Head Start, Title I, etc., the IEP will indicate zero minutes of regular education unless integration is required to implement the IEP goals and objectives.

What can be considered regular education for young children?

Any environment, including the child's current daytime setting, that affords the opportunity for interaction with nondisabled peers can be considered regular education.

Federal regulations indicate at a minimum, the locating of special education classes for young children with disabilities so they will have an opportunity to interact with kindergarten or primary-age children without disabilities, can meet this requirement for some children.

Other current daytime settings for groups of young children without disabilities such as Head Start, preschools, childcare programs, and Title I preschools are possible regular education environments.

5 What about integration activities — must these be addressed for preschoolers?

Yes. Integration activities must be documented for children who are in group ECSE in segregated settings or in separate schools.

If a child does not participate in any integration activities during the time the IEP is implemented, then a description of reason(s) must be provided. IEP teams must determine what integration activities are needed on a regular basis to provide FAPE.

Integration activities might include attending a Parents as Teachers (PAT) playgroup, or the art learning center in a Title I preschool twice a week. Some districts have developed procedures with Head Start and/or community preschool programs to provide integration activities.

Keep in mind that this is not an exhaustive list. Young children who receive their early childhood special education services in early childhood settings already have integration opportunities simply by the nature of the setting. The decision not to provide integration activities cannot be based upon parents' ability to implement the activity, the child's age, or perceived lack of benefit for the child.
Applying LRE guidelines to different situations

The following scenarios are three examples of IEP team decisions regarding placement. These decisions for a child must be made on an individualized basis by IEP teams and may not necessarily follow the examples we have provided below.

**Scenario #1**
Maria is a 4-1/2-year-old who receives ECSE services in an early childhood setting (Head Start), which she had been attending for six months prior to her ECSE referral. Maria's IEP team has determined that receiving individual ECSE services one morning per week in her current daytime setting (Head Start) is her least restrictive environment. Her IEP team determined that a regular education placement with non-disabled peers is not required in order to implement the goals and objectives in her IEP. Therefore, her IEP would reflect zero minutes of regular education, 180 minutes of special education, and zero minutes of related service.

*This scenario differs from Scenario #2 even though both children are placed in community early childhood settings. The deciding factor is whether regular education is or is not required in order to implement the child's goals and objectives as determined by the IEP team. If it is required, then regular education minutes are indicated on the IEP, and the district must provide the regular education environment.*

**Scenario #2**
Joey is a 3-1/2-year-old who, prior to his ECSE referral, was at home with his mother during the day. He now receives ECSE services from his LEA in an early childhood setting (private community preschool). Joey’s IEP team has determined, based upon the goals and objectives in his IEP, that he requires a regular education setting with non-disabled peers in order to provide FAPE. The team determined the amount of time Joey needed in regular education in order to implement the IEP goals and objectives to be two mornings per week (360 minutes). Joey receives 60 minutes per week of speech/language therapy, 30 minutes per week of occupational therapy, and 60 minutes per week of individual ECSE teaching, all of which are provided in his preschool setting. Therefore, the amount of regular education minutes recorded on his IEP would be 210 minutes, 60 minutes of special education, and 90 minutes of related services.

In this scenario, the district is required to purchase 360 minutes per week from the preschool, and any amount of time Joey spends at the preschool beyond the 360 minutes is the financial responsibility of his family.

*If the IEP team determined that Joey’s regular education environment would be Head Start or Title I, then there would be no cost to the district for the regular education minutes on Joey’s IEP. If Joey would transfer to another district, the new district would be obligated to identify a regular education environment for 360 minutes.*

**Scenario #3**
Ann is a 4-year-old who receives ECSE services in her district's group ECSE segregated setting (center-based classroom). Ann's IEP team has determined that her placement in the center-based classroom four mornings per week is the least restrictive environment for her. Ann receives 30 minutes each of speech/language, occupational therapy, and physical therapy. Because of her placement in a group ECSE segregated setting, the district must document integration activities that are individually planned for her or reasons why she is not participating in integration activities. The amount of regular education minutes recorded on Ann’s IEP would be zero, special education minutes would be 630, and related services would be 90.

*If Ann was receiving services in a group ECSE integrated setting such as a reverse mainstream classroom, the district would not need to document integration activities because children without disabilities participate in the program. Minutes of regular education could vary in a reverse mainstream classroom depending on the IEP team decision that a regular education environment is required to implement IEP goals and objectives.*
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